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Historically, noise in superconducting circuits has been considered an obstacle to be removed. A
large fraction of the research effort in designing superconducting circuits has focused on noise reduc-
tion, with great success, as coherence times have increased by four orders of magnitude in the past
two decades. However, noise and dissipation can never be fully eliminated, and further, a rapidly
growing body of theoretical and experimental work has shown that carefully tuned noise, in the
form of engineered dissipation, can be a profoundly useful tool in designing and operating quantum
circuits. In this article, I review important applications of engineered dissipation, including state
generation, state stabilization, and autonomous quantum error correction, where engineered dissi-
pation can mitigate the effect of intrinsic noise, reducing logical error rates in quantum information
processing. Further, I provide a pedagogical review of the basic noise processes in superconducting
qubits (photon loss and phase noise), and argue that any dissipative mechanism which can correct
photon loss errors is very likely to automatically suppress dephasing. I also discuss applications for
quantum simulation, and possible future research directions.
INTRODUCTION
Superconducting circuits are one of the most promis-
ing platforms for quantum computing and quantum sim-
ulation [1]. Like all candidate systems, they suffer from
random noise, and through extraordinary efforts over the
past two decades coherence times have increased by four
orders of magnitude since the first charge qubits [2, 3].
Reducing this noise below key thresholds would enable
the use of digital quantum error correction [4, 5] and
pave the way for large scale quantum computing. Re-
cent designs are already at or below this threshold [6],
though further improvements are still necessary to build
a fault tolerant quantum computer. And while the quest
to reduce noise continues, a rapidly growing body of theo-
retical and experimental work has shown that engineered
quantum noise, carefully tuned to complement the prop-
erties of the system, can overcome intrinsic noise sources
and thus be an extremely useful tool in designing and
operating quantum circuits.
Engineered dissipation can have many advantages over
traditional methods of state preparation and error cor-
rection. In ordinary superconducting circuits, the system
is controlled by complex digital hardware, which either
runs a pre-determined set of commands or measures the
circuit, processes the results algorithmically in real time,
and then performs further operations accordingly. This
presents substantial overhead, and the measurement pro-
cess itself is often much slower than the desired manipu-
lations of the quantum state (for modern qubits, typical
measurement times are 0.5 − 1 µs, whereas gates typi-
cally take 25− 150 ns). Further, in the case of measure-
ment based feedback, the “decisions” that the control
circuit must make are very simple, at least in the small
circuits currently studied. A dissipative implementation
of a given feedback process, where no active measure-
ment is required, could thus be simpler, much faster, and
yield higher fidelity results (for a recent experiment com-
paring the two approaches, see [7]). And in the case of
many-body quantum states in “analog” quantum simula-
tors, dissipative schemes can generate and stabilize states
even when no efficient digital protocol is known. The ex-
amples in this review demonstrate important advances
in using dissipation to prepare and manipulate quantum
states in superconducting devices, and cover topics rang-
ing from simple single qubit protocols to quantum error
correction and many-body physics. Taken together, they
show the promise of engineered noise as a tool both for
near-term experiments and beyond.
This review is divided into three parts. First, I pro-
vide an overview of the phenomenological noise model
for superconducting qubits. As many of the engineered
dissipation schemes discussed in this work are designed
to overcome this intrinsic noise, and are carefully tailored
to its important features, understanding it is crucial for
what follows. While superconducting qubit implementa-
tions differ in important details the noise they suffer from
is nearly always dominated by a combination of white
noise photon loss and low-frequency phase fluctuations
[8–17]. As we shall see, this particular spectral composi-
tion lends itself to very efficient correction protocols that
would fail in more general cases.
Second, I discuss methods for state stabilization and
generation, beginning with simple applications such as
driven reset protocols and Bell state generation before
moving on to many-body physics and quantum simu-
lation. I outline in detail general quantum ratchet-
ing mechanisms that can be used to stabilize complex
many-body states, and describe an efficient approxima-
tion scheme that reduces the computational complexity
of simulating them.
The third part of this article is focused on one of the
most important applications of engineered dissipation,
quantum error correction, and I review small logical qubit
constructions as well as more exotic proposals for large
scale passive error correction. I cover three paradigmatic
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2examples of small logical qubit circuits: a passive imple-
mentation of the three qubit bit flip code [18–20], cat
codes [21–32] and the Very Small Logical Qubit (VSLQ)
[33, 34]. Cat codes and the VSLQ are particularly ex-
citing in the near term; cat codes have already demon-
strated the first QEC code to exceed break-even [26],
and with minimal device counts of two resonators and
a qubit, or two qubits and two resonators, respectively,
they are far smaller than the smallest surface code im-
plementation [4] of 17 qubits and a similar number of
resonators. I also describe more complex models, where
simulating topological states can be used to perform large
scale autonomous error correction of long chains of errors.
Following this discussion, I offer concluding remarks and
suggest future directions for the field.
NOISE MODEL FOR SUPERCONDUCTING
CIRCUITS
Before delving into the myriad uses of engineered noise
in superconducting qubits, we first discuss basic features
of noise in superconducting qubits. While a number of
competing qubit designs exist [1], the most successful
(defined here as having high coherence and gate fideli-
ties; the strongly coupled, low coherence flux qubits used
in quantum annealing [35] serve different purposes and
are not the subject of this review) share a broad set of
common features. The bare excitation energy ω01 of the
qubit is typically a few GHz, and thus much larger than
the ambient temperature of the environment (15-25 mK).
The excitation energy ω12 to access the second excited
state is detuned from ω01 by a substantial nonlinearity
of at least a hundred MHz. These qubits are coupled
to linear resonators, with similar frequency ranges. The
primary noise channels for these qubits are photon losses
and phase fluctuations [8–17].
Photon loss, where a photon spontaneously leaks into
the environment, relaxing the qubit from |1〉 to |0〉, has
a noise spectrum that is roughly energy independent
(see for example the data in [17]), aside from spurious
resonances with environmental degrees of freedom. To
good approximation this noise is Markovian and can be
modeled through non-unitary Lindblad collapse opera-
tors [36–38]
√
ΓPa, where ΓP = 1/T1 is the photon loss
rate. Since photon loss has a white noise spectrum it can-
not be easily suppressed (in contrast to the phase noise
discussed below), as driving schemes that effectively sam-
ple the noise spectrum at higher frequencies [8, 16] do no
good if the loss rate does not decrease at higher frequen-
cies. Another way of viewing this situation is to note that
while the average qubit energy is a few GHz, qubit-qubit
coupling energies are at most a hundred MHz, meaning
that multi-qubit effects will only shift the photon energy
by a few percent. If we assume that the loss occurs from
weak interactions with a broad bath of environmental
degrees of freedom, it is unlikely that shifting the en-
ergy by a few percent should significantly change the
environmental density of states, leading us to conclude
that the photon loss rate will be roughly independent
of many-body effects. Note of course that narrow, spu-
rious resonances with environmental degrees of freedom
can enhance the loss rate dramatically near particular
frequencies. Away from these points, typical photon loss
rates for well-designed qubits are in the 10 − 100 kHz
range.
The primary contributions to the photon loss rate
are interactions with the broader environment and, in
many cases, the off-resonant coupling to the readout res-
onator used to measure the qubit state; as the readout is
strongly coupled to the external environment even weak
coupling between it and the qubit can lead to significant
noise. Photon loss through the readout can be suppressed
through clever filter design [39, 40], or redesigning the
readout scheme so that the static coupling between the
qubit and readout is negligible [41]. Qubits with mul-
tiple degrees of freedom [42] may have enhanced loss
rates in some excited states but not others, due to pri-
marily to symmetries changing how each state interacts
with its environment. Due to increased environmental
isolation qubits embedded in 3d cavities [43, 44] typi-
cally have lower loss rates and experience weaker phase
noise, though they are more difficult to manipulate and
the large 3d cavities present significant packaging chal-
lenges in multi-qubit circuits.
Resonators also experience photon loss; planar res-
onators not coupled to a readout typically have loss rates
similar to those of transmon qubits, though 3d cavity res-
onators can have much lower loss rates, with T1 in the 1
to 10 ms range achieved in experiments [45, 46]. Finally,
photon addition is rare due the very low environmen-
tal temperature (relative to the qubit energy) [44] and is
very weak compared to losses, at least at current coher-
ence levels [131]. In summary, the basic picture to keep
in mind for photon loss is white noise, non-unitary am-
plitude damping, which cannot be suppressed by multi-
qubit effects but can be repaired through error correction
schemes.
In contrast to the white noise spectrum of losses, phase
noise is low-frequency dominated [8–16], with a spectrum
composed of 1/fα (where α ' 1; for simplicity we will
refer to this as 1/f noise from now on) and telegraph
[14] components. Both of these spectra vanish in the
high frequency limit and are strongest as ω → 0, and can
thus be suppressed by continuous driving and spin echo
procedures, which sample the noise at higher frequencies
and thus diminish its effect on a quantum state. Weak
but nonvanishing high frequency phase noise has been
observed in flux qubit experiments [13, 16], though not
in transmons. Lacking flux tunability and critical current
noise, resonators typically experience much weaker phase
noise than qubits.
3White noise amplitude damping and low-frequency
phase noise thus comprise the basic noise model of su-
perconducting qubits, and overcoming them is the cen-
tral challenge in building a quantum computer. The
engineered dissipation schemes discussed in this review
present a number of ways to do so, and have applica-
tions in both quantum simulation and digital quantum
computing.
STATE GENERATION AND STABILIZATION
One of the most important and obvious uses of engi-
neered dissipation is to prepare and stabilize quantum
states. State preparation is fundamental to both quan-
tum computing and quantum simulation, and engineered
dissipation is a particularly simple and efficient way to
prepare states, ranging from simple single qubit configu-
rations to dissipative entanglement generation and even
true many-body state stabilization. We note also that
dissipation can be used more generally to implement
gates [47, 48] and improved qubit measurement protocols
[41, 49], among other things. For the moment, however,
we will focus on stabilization.
Perhaps the simplest form of stabilization is cooling,
both in sense of the physical removal of energy of the
system and in relaxing the system toward a dark state in
continuously driven multi-qubit setups. And beyond the
obvious desire one might have to reduce a system’s tem-
perature for various purposes, engineered physical cool-
ing (in the rest frame) is particularly useful in quantum
information processing. Quantum error correction codes
[4, 5], generally thought to be the most promising route
toward a truly fault-tolerant quantum computer, require
large numbers of ancilla qubits to make repeated multi-
qubit measurements, and in order to avoid continuous
error propagation scrambling the measurement sequence,
these qubits must be reset to a known state (typically the
rest frame ground state |0〉) at the beginning of each EC
cycle. Consequently, methods to rapidly reset qubits can
shorten the EC cycle, and engineered dissipation is a nat-
ural and hardware-efficient way to do so.
One of the first important demonstrations of engi-
neered dissipation in superconducting circuits was the
work of Valenzuela et al [50], who cooled a superconduct-
ing flux qubit well below the ambient temperature of its
environment using continuous driving, shown in FIG. 1.
In this scheme, the flux qubit has a biased double-well
potential with three relevant energy levels. These levels
are the true ground state |0〉, the first excited state |1〉
(which corresponds to occupation of the opposite well,
and thus decays weakly due to the large potential bar-
rier suppressing inter-well tunneling) and the second ex-
cited state |2〉, which is an excitation in the same well
as |0〉. There is a large nonlinearity such that (ω2 − ω1)
and (ω1 − ω0) are well-separated. In the absence of any
Figure 1: Sideband cooling in a flux qubit. (A) External excitation transfers the thermal population from state
|1⟩ to state |2⟩ (straight line) from which it decays into the ground state |0⟩. Wavy lines represent spontaneous
relaxation and absorption, Γ20 ≫ Γ21,Γ01. The double well is the flux-qubit potential comprising energy levels.
(B) Schematic band diagram illustrating the resonant and adiabatic sideband cooling of the ac-driven qubit. |1⟩ →
|2⟩ transitions are resonant at high driving frequency ν (blue lines) and occur via adiabatic passage at low ν (red
line ). ∆01 and ∆12 are the tunnel splittings between |0⟩ - |1⟩ and |1⟩ - |2⟩. (C) Cooling induced by ac-pulses
with driving frequencies ν = 800, 400, 200 and 5 MHz. State |0⟩ population Psw versus flux detuning δfq for the
cooled qubit and for the qubit in thermal equilibrium with the bath (black lines, Tbath = 300mK). Measurements
for ν = 800, 200 and 5 MHz are displaced vertically for clarity. (Inset) Psw versus δfq over a wider range of flux
detuning; ν = 800 MHz.
|1⟩ → |2⟩ transition, driving the state-|1⟩ thermal population to state |2⟩ from which it quickly
relaxes to the ground state |0⟩. The hierarchy of relaxation and absorption rates required for
efficient cooling, Γ20 ≫ Γ21,Γ01, is achieved in our system owing to a relatively weak tunneling
between wells, which inhibits the inter-well relaxation and absorption processes, |2⟩ → |1⟩ and
|0⟩ → |1⟩, compared with the relatively strong intra-well relaxation process |2⟩ → |0⟩. This
three-level system behavior is markedly different from the population saturation observed in
two-level systems.
The cooling procedure illustrated in Fig. 1A is generalized to the energy-band diagram
4
FIG. 1: Microwave cooling of a superconducting flux qubit,
reproduced with perm ssion from [50]. The flux qubit is o -
erated as a three-level system (parts A and B), where states
|1〉 and |2〉 can both decay to |0〉, but the rate for |2〉 → |0〉
is much faster than the rate for |1〉 → |0〉. Consequently,
by resonantly driving the flux qubit’s |1〉 → |2〉 transition,
the effective decay rate from |1〉 → |0〉 c n be dramatically
increased. This in turn reduces the effective temperature of
the flux qubit (set by the average population of the |1〉 state,
part C) to levels well below the ambient temperature of the
system. Drive qubit reset protocols s ch as his one may be
important for engineering a fault-tolerant quantum computer.
driving the system remains mostly in |0〉 with a small
probability P1 ∝ e−~ω1/kBT of being excited by exchange
of thermal photons with the environment. This proba-
bility can be reduced still further by applying an AC flux
tone at ω2 − ω1, such that whenever the qubit is excited
it resonantly mixes with |2〉, which then decays rapidly
back to |0〉. When applied continuously this reduces the
excitation probability P1 – and thus, the effective temper-
ature of the qubit– dramatically, with effective tempera-
tures below 3 mK achieved for very strong driving even
when the ambient environment was held at 300 mK. As in
many other examples in this review, when the driving is
strong enough heating from off-resonant transitions lim-
its the minimum achievable temperature. Though simple
in nature this pioneering experiment was one of the first
demonstrations of the power of engineered dissipation for
state stabilization in superconducting devices.
Similar protocols are now used widely for state re-
set in other experiments. A more recent highlight is
the DDROP protocol introduced by Geerlings et al [51],
which allows for the rapid reset of a transmon qubit dis-
persively coupled to a lossy readout resonator, and since
capacitive coupling to a detuned resonator is the generic
method for measuring the state of a transmon, it can be
applied widely. A parallel scheme by McClure et al [52]
can be used to rapidly reset a readout resonator, achiev-
4ing a decay rate twice that of natural decay through pulse
shaped driving. Minimizing stray photons in readout
resonators suppresses a possible dephasing channel, and
while photons remain in the resonator they continuously
interact with the qubit, preventing its use in further gates
until the resonator empties. Methods for rapidly reset-
ting qubits and resonators are thus invaluable for engi-
neering digital error correction codes.
These examples focus on enhancing natural relaxation
processes to reach the ground state of a system more
rapidly and with higher fidelity. Engineered dissipation
can also be used to stabilize the excited states of qubits
and resonators against photon losses. The first demon-
stration of state stabilization in a superconducting qubit
through driving and dissipation was by Murch et al [53],
who used continuous driving and dissipation to relax a
qubit toward chosen superpositions of ground and excited
states. In this method a qubit is driven on resonance
and dispersively coupled to a detuned cavity, producing
a system Hamiltonian H = −ΩRσx/2 − χa†aσz. A sec-
ond drive is added to the system that drives the cavity
detuned by an amount ∆c. Given a cavity damping rate
κ and average population n¯, as a function of ∆c, the net
heating (Γ+) and cooling (Γ−) rates in the qubits rotat-
ing frame can be calculated to be
Γ± =
κχ2n¯
(ΩR ±∆c)2 + κ2/4
+
1
2T2
(1)
Here, T2 = (1/2T1 + 1/Tϕ)
−1
is the qubit’s phase coher-
ence time. Inspection of the rates Γ± shows that if we
pick the detuning ∆c = ±ΩR one rate will be maximal
while the other will be small, causing the system to relax
toward one of the two rotating frame eigenstates. The
experimenters observed a maximum fidelity of approxi-
mately 0.7, primarily limited by readout infidelity and
mixing with the |2〉 state of the transmon. Beyond the
novelty of passively stabilizing a coherent superposition
state, the basic mechanism– correcting errors by match-
ing the detuning of a driven lossy element to the Rabi
frequency of a drive term in the primary system– is fun-
damental to the passive error correction schemes detailed
later in this review. Further refinements of this setup al-
low for the simultaneous measurement of non-commuting
observables [54].
More recently, Holland et al used dissipative tech-
niques to stabilize a single photon Fock state in a su-
perconducting cavity [55]. Their scheme used a pair
of superconducting cavities (one storage, one lossy for
cooling/readout) and a transmon qubit, which induced
a cross-Kerr nonlinear interaction between the cavities,
and is methodologically similar to that of Geerlings et al.
In their experiment they achieved a one-photon steady
state probability of 0.63, corresponding to an effective
negative temperature of -0.77K. This experiment was also
the first to demonstrate strong enough cross-Kerr interac-
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FIG. 1: Possible setup for the proposed experiment: two su-
perconducting qubits (Alice and Bob) interact with a mode
of a 3D cavity. CW tones are applied on the input port of
the cavity. These tones drive the qubits and the cavity and
stabilize a Bell state of the two qubits. This stabilization is
autonomous: no analysis of the output signal is needed.
where  Az ,  Bz are the Pauli  z operators for the Al-
ice and Bob qubit respectively, and a†(a) is the cav-
ity creation (annihilation) operator. Here, !A, !B and
!c are the resonance frequencies for Alice, Bob and the
cavity mode respectively, and gA, gB are the coupling
constants of the cavity to Alice and Bob respectively.
In the dispersive regime, | A| = |!A   !c|   gA and
| B | = |!B   !c|   gB , and in the rotating frame for
both qubits and the cavity, we obtain the following effec-
tive Hamiltonian:
Heff = ( A
 Az
2
+  B
 Bz
2
)a†a , (1)
where  A = 2gA2/ A and  B = 2gB2/ B are the dis-
persive coupling strengths between the qubits and the
cavity mode. We neglect the direct qubit-qubit inter-
action, which has no effect on our stabilization proto-
col. The same effective Hamiltonian would be obtained
by more realistic quantum circuit models [21]. Here,
we consider the coupling to be in the strong dispersive
regime [19], where  A and  B are assumed to be larger
than the cavity and qubit line-widths  A, B >   
1/TA2 , 1/T
B
2 . In this regime, the resonance frequency of
each qubit depends on the number of photons in the cav-
ity, and conversely the cavity frequency depends on the
states of the qubits (see Fig. 2 [a,c]). We can, hence,
drive the qubits (cavity mode) conditionally on the state
of the cavity mode (qubits). The stabilization drives
lead to a meas rem nt induced dephasing at a rate m
which increases with the difference of the dispersive shifts
| A  B |. Thus, the only symmetry requirement for our
dissipation engine ring sch me is that  A,  B are suffi-
ci ntly close to e ch other to ensure m ⌧ , since  is
the time scale associated with the autonomous feedback
lo p. Using [22], we show that this condition is satisfi
when
| A    B |⌧  A B/
p
n¯ . (2)
Note that such symmetry is easily achieved with super-
conducting qubits, by tuning the frequency of one of
the qubits so that 2gA2/ A and 2gB2/ B become close
enough.
|g ,g ,0
|g ,g ,2
|e,e,0
|e,e,2
| 2φ-, 
| 2φ+, 
|φ-, 0
| 0φ+, 
ωcgg
χAχA
χB
κ κ
ωceg ωcge ωcee
ωA0
χAχA
1/T2
A
ωA1 ωA2
(b)
(a)
(c)
FIG. 2: (a), (c) Spectra of qubit Alice and the cavity, respec-
tively. The peaks are resolved since  A, B > , 1/TA2 , 1/TB2 .
(b) Energy level diagram of two qubits off-resonantly coupled
to a cavity mode. Straight line arrows indicate couplings be-
tween energy levels which are induced by CW drives. The
wavy arrow indicates energy decay from the cavity mode.
These drives couple the two qubits to the cavity, here used
as a quantum reservoir, in such a way that the Bell state
|  i = (|gei   |egi)/
p
2 is the only stable state.
We denote as !ggc ,!gec ,!egc and !eec the cavity fre-
quencies when the qubits are respectively in the states
|ggi , |gei , |egi and |eei. We have used the notation
|gei = |gi⌦ |ei, where the first (second) element refers to
the state of the Alice (Bob) qubit. Similarly we denote
!nA (!nB) the frequency of Alice (Bob) when there are n
photons in the cavity.
We now detail, step by step, the dissipation engineering
procedure by explaining the task performed by each CW
drive (see Fig. 2).
Parity selection: Applying two CW drives on the
resonator at frequencies !ggc and !eec with equal ampli-
tudes ✏c = 2
p
n¯, we generate a coherent state with mean
photon number n¯ in the cavity when the qubits are in
|ggi or |eei. Hence, an initial state |gg, 0i (|ee, 0i) will
converge to a state
   gg,↵ei A+ B2 tE (   ee,↵e i A+ B2 tE)
where
  ↵ei ↵ is a coherent state with |↵|2 = n¯. On the
other hand, states of the form ceg |eg, 0i + cge |ge, 0i are
left invariant. Indeed, we assume |!eg,gec   !ee,ggc | =
 A, B   ✏c = 2
p
n¯, and hence the drives are off-
resonant with the cavity when the qubits are in an odd
parity state, leaving the cavity in vacuum. Note that
for finite ratios  A,B/✏c, the cavity will populate slightly
when the qubits are in an odd parity state, inducing a
dephasing m which will be much smaller than the cor-
rection rate  as long as condition (2) is satisfied. At this
stage, if we measure the photons leaking out of the cavity,
we can determine if the state of the qubits is |ggi , |eei or
in the odd parity manifold span{|gei , |egi}.
Bell state selection: We now apply two Rabi drives
I . 2: Autonomously stabilizing a Bell state in a pair of
qubits sharing a common cavity, reproduced with permission
from [56]. As discussed in the text, six drive tones are applied
t a pair of qubits dispersively coupled to a cavity, with tuned
frequencies and phases suc that the antisymmetric Bell state
|φ−〉 = (|01〉 − |10〉) /
√
2 is detun d from all drives and unaf-
fected by them, but all o her state are rapidly mix d with
configur tions that contain |φ−〉 as a decay outcom . The
system thus quickly decays to |φ−〉 from any initial condi-
tion, with a steady state fidelity of up to 67% reported in the
experiment (rising to 77% with postselection).
tions to resolve single photon states, providing a valuable
tool for engineering novel cavity dynamics.
Entanglement generation
Having discussed driven cooling and single qubit state
stabilization, we now move on to the more complex topic
of entanglement generation, where engineered dissipation
is used o stabilize e tangled states of multiple d grees of
freedom [7, 56–59]. The simplest and most experimen-
ally studied case is the stabilization of a B ll state of
two qubits, |φ±〉 = (|01〉 ± |10〉) /
√
2.
Following [56, 57], we consider pair of qubits A and
B capacitively coupled to a common cavity, as shown in
FIG. 2. The qubit frequencies ωA and ωB are well de-
tuned from the cavity frequency ωc and from each other,
so the net effect is to engineer a dispersive interaction
Hamiltonian H =
(
χAa
†
AaA + χBa
†
BaB
)
a†cac. The en-
ergies and couplings are chosen so that χA ' χB = χ;
it is this nonlinear interaction that allows the entan-
gled state to be stabilized. To stabilize the bell state
|φ−〉 = (|01〉 − |10〉) /
√
2, we apply a total of six drive
tones. The first pair, at frequencies ωggc and ω
ee
c , are
targeted at the resonator energy when the qubits are in
|00〉 or |11〉, respectively; these drive the cavity to a co-
herent state if the qubits are in |00〉 or |11〉 but are off
resonant and have negligible effect when the qubits are in
5any combination of |01〉 and |10〉. We next apply a pair
of drives at frequencies ωA and ωB with equal amplitudes
Ω0, which mixes |φ+〉 with (|00〉+ |11〉) /
√
2 but leaves
the |φ−〉 states alone. Finally, to isolate |φ−〉, we apply
two more drives at frequencies ωA + n¯χ and ωB + n¯χ,
with the same Rabi frequency but locked phases to iso-
lated the antisymmetric state. These drives will reso-
nantly mix |00, n〉 and |11, n〉 with |φ−, n〉, where n is
the closest integer to the average photon number in the
cavity. However, once the system is in |φ−, n〉 it rapidly
decays to |φ−, 0〉, and due to the resonance condition this
state is unaffected by any of the six drives. In contrast
to all the other states, it is stable aside from losses due
to finite qubit T1, and thus becomes the steady state of
the system, with a fidelity of up to 67% achieved in the
experiment.
It is important to notice that the only irreversible step
in this protocol is the cavity decay from |φ−, n〉 to |φ−, 0〉.
As in the flux qubit cooling described earlier [50], |φ−, 0〉
is stabilized energetically: once in this state the system
is off-resonant with all drives, but when a decay occurs
the system enters a state which is rapidly pumped into
an unstable manifold that has |φ−, 0〉 as one of its decay
outcomes, and since this is the only long-lived state the
system will rapidly relax toward it from all other config-
urations. This process is a type of “quantum ratcheting”
[60], with resonance conditions controlling the relative
stability of the target state; once decay processes popu-
late the target state it is off resonant with all drives that
would mix it with other states, ensuring its stability. We
will present a more general picture of cooling based on
resonance conditions shortly.
Demonstrating the power of engineered dissipation,
the Yale team also compared this method of driven-
dissipative entanglement stabilization to an active,
measurement-based scheme [7]. Using a new sam-
ple, they compared the previously described driven-
dissipative protocol to a protocol where an FPGA-
controlled circuit performs repeated “quasiparity” mea-
surements to distinguish 0 and 2 photon states from the
single photon manifold; if a 0 or 2 photon state is de-
tected a pulse is applied which mixes |00〉 and |11〉 with
|φ−〉 with 50% probability. If on the other hand a single
photon state is detected a pulse is applied which leaves
|φ−〉 invariant but mixes |φ+〉 with |00〉 and |11〉, which
is then detected in the next measurement cycle and has a
50% chance of being corrected to |φ−〉. The steady state
fidelities of |φ−〉 are 76% for driven-dissipative methods
and 58% for the measurement scheme. The measure-
ment scheme has worse performance primarily due to its
comparatively long cycle time (1.5µs); in the driven dis-
sipative method the effective decay time τ toward the
|φ−〉 state is only 0.78µs, or about twice as fast. We will
see later that the comparatively high speed of dissipative
processes can be used for passive quantum error correc-
tion that outperforms measurement-based codes for small
systems. The authors further improved the performance
by turning on and off the dissipative drives based on a
set of additional measurements; the steady state fidelity
improved to 82% in that case. These works elegantly
demonstrate how a combination of symmetries and ener-
getic resonance conditions can stabilize entangled quan-
tum states.
Other approaches to dissipatively stabilizing entangle-
ment have been recently reported. For example, as pro-
posed in [58], and realized experimentally by [59], two
qubits are prepared with near-identical resonance ener-
gies and coupled to each other through an effective ex-
change coupling J
(
σ+Aσ
−
B + σ
−
Aσ
+
B
)
, mediated by coupled
cavities. This creates a splitting between |φ+〉 and |φ−〉,
and by carefully tuning drives and dissipation to narrow
resonance with |φ−〉 or |φ+〉 the two states can be dis-
tinguished, with an experimentally reported steady state
fidelity of 70%. This protocol is notable because the cavi-
ties containing each qubit play a triple role in inducing an
interaction between qubits, serving as the lossy element
for quantum ratcheting, and acting as readout elements.
Further, they can be spatially separated by potentially
large distances, so long as the coupling between them
is appreciable. In both this protocol and the one stud-
ied by the Yale group dephasing reduces the fidelity by
mixing |φ±〉, though it can be suppressed through addi-
tional drive tones [61]. Modest improvements in qubit
coherence times and refinements to the protocols of this
section could achieve fidelities better than 90%, creating
an on-chip source of entangled states for more complex
circuits.
Stabilizing many-body states
Following the dictum “one, two, many,” we now turn
to many-body physics. While predicting the dynamics
of a generic model interacting with a colored bath is an
extremely difficult problem as argued below, if the many-
body system under consideration is well-understood one
can often tailor a bath to generate and stabilize its eigen-
states. Such bath engineering has a rich history in AMO
systems (see for example [47, 62–69]), and it is extremely
promising in superconducting circuits as well, given that
couplings, energies and dissipation rates can all be tuned
over wide ranges in sub-µs timescales. In particular, if
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the primary system
are well known [132] one can often design a bath that
will relax the system toward the many-body interacting
“ground” state (of the driven, rotating-frame Hamilto-
nian). Good candidates for passive stabilization are gen-
erally gapped, strongly interacting systems; these include
exotic topological models, which we will discuss later in
the section concerning passive quantum error correction.
The stabilization schemes in this section all focus on pho-
ton loss, and not dephasing, though that too can be cor-
6rected passively through similar methods. Further, many
of these models will passively suppress dissipation, for
reasons that will become evident in our consideration of
passive quantum error correction.
Anticipated by our earlier discussion of one- and two-
qubit physics, an extremely general mechanism for sta-
bilizing general many-body states against photon loss is
quantum ratcheting based on energetics. Imagine that
we have a gapped quantum many-body system prepared
in its rotating frame ground state, which we want to
stabilize against photon losses; stabilizing nearly gapless
states is much more difficult and beyond the scope of this
review. In this frame photon losses create finite energy
“hole” excitations, and let us assume for simplicity that
these excitations have a single excitation energy E. Over
time, photon losses will populate the system with exci-
tations, and resonant driving at E will not help prevent
this, since the steady state population of a given excited
state relative to the ground state under resonant driving
is 50%, and thus at best driving will produce a ground
state population that scales as 2−N , where N is the num-
ber of qubits suffering losses (further, if the excitations
have energetic dispersion or interact the rotating frame
ground state population can be much worse than this).
This is because resonant driving is a unitary process that
is just as likely to take a system from |0〉 to an excited
state |E〉 as it is from |E〉 to |0〉. To stabilize the ground
state, we couple the system to a lossy qubit or resonator
S, with excitation energy ωS . If we then drive a two-
photon transition that simultaneously returns |E〉 → |0〉
and excites S (at frequency ωS−E), whenever an excita-
tion is created it will Rabi-flop between the many-body
system and the lossy object, where it rapidly relaxes, hav-
ing removed the hole excitation and returned the system
to its ground state. The ratcheting effect occurs if we
assume that the two-photon matrix element Ω is small
compared to E; in this limit creating further excitations
is far off resonant, so the two-photon drive only acts when
it is replacing a photon that has been lost.
To demonstrate this explicitly and show how the cool-
ing or repair rates can be computed, consider a simple
three-level system P (e.g. a transmon qubit), as shown
in FIG. 3, with loss rate ΓP and nonlinearity ∆, cou-
pled by a two photon driving process to a lossy two-level
system S, with loss rate ΓS . We want to maximize the
population of the |1〉 state of P (and thus minimize the
population of the |0〉 and |2〉 state), and we do so by res-
onantly driving the two-photon coupling at ωP +ωS − ν.
The total Hamiltonian is
H = ∆ |2P 〉 〈2P |+ Ω
(
a†Pa
†
S + aPaS
)
+ νa†SaS (2)
We can now compute the rates of transition in P from
Fermi’s golden rule, effectively integrating out the lossy
S degree of freedom. Noting that its loss rate ΓS gives it
a Lorentzian density of states, we first compute the rate
of inducing a transition in P and exciting S:
γij =
Ω2M2ijΓS
(δE + ν)
2
+ Γ2S/4
(3)
Here Mij is a matrix element (M01 = 1, M12 =
√
2) and
δE is the change in energy of the primary system. For the
process to complete, the photon must decay (rate ΓS), so
the total transition rate is Γij =
(
γ−1ij + Γ
−1
S
)−1
. Let ΓR
be the “repair” rate of the transition from |0P 〉 to |1P 〉
and ΓE be the induced “error” rate of the |1P 〉 to |2P 〉
transition. Explicitly:
ΓR =
Ω2ΓS
ν2 + Ω2 + Γ2S/4
, ΓE =
2Ω2ΓS
(ν + ∆)
2
+ 2Ω2 + Γ2S/4
(4)
The above expressions can be straightforwardly applied
to much more complex systems by simply modifying
the matrix element Mij and energy change δE accord-
ingly. Provided the nonlinearity ∆ is large compared
to Ω and ΓP , and the detuning |ν| ≤ Ω, the system
can be maintained in |1〉 to high fidelity, with P1 '
1− ΓP /ΓR − ΓE/2ΓP .
While the approximation of treating the PS coupling
as an incoherent transition ignores coherent quantum dy-
namics and thus can be inaccurate at short times, the in-
termediate and long time behavior is quantitatively cap-
tured by this simple calculation quite accurately in many
systems. And indeed, as discussed in [20], this method
can be used to integrate out dissipative elements in larger
many-body systems as well. Let |j¯〉 be the eigenbasis of
the primary system (in this case, the three-level trans-
mon). Let us define the (dimensionless) modified creation
operators a˜P by:(
a˜†P
)
ij
≡ Ω√
(Ei − Ej + ν)2 + Γ2S/4 + Ω2
(
a†P
)
ij
. (5)
Here ν is the energy of the lossy degree of freedom S in
the rotating frame, Ei and Ej are the energies of levels i
and j, and Ω is the coupling matrix element. The trans-
mon’s density matrix ρ then evolves under the modified
Lindblad equation
∂tρ =
i
~
[ρ,H] + ΓP
(
aP ρa
†
P +
1
2
(
a†PaP ρ+ ρa
†
PaP
))
+ΓS
(
a˜†P ρa˜P +
1
2
(
a˜P a˜
†
P ρ+ ρa˜P a˜
†
P
))
. (6)
This expression is easier to evaluate numerically since the
density matrix being evolved consists of only the trans-
mon and not the transmon and lossy object. It can also
be scaled up to larger systems with multiple degrees of
freedom and dissipation sources– one merely sums over
the above expression for each individual incoherent term.
7the oscillator whenever it is in state j0i, but leaves state j1i
unchanged; it cannot remove the photon, since the rapid
decay quickly returns the shadow spin to its ground state,
and it cannot add a photon, since the nonlinearity brings the
j1i → j2i transition far off resonance. Consequently, the
effect of such coupling can be effectively described by a
refilling rate ΓR and an error rate ΓE (corresponding to the
weak j1i → j2i process), as shown in Fig. 1(a). If we
consider Δ ≫ ΓS ∼ Ω≫ ΓP, we have ΓE ≪ ΓP ≪ ΓR. j1i
is therefore the most stable state of the system with an
average occupation probability P1 ∼ 1 − ΓP=ΓS. This is in
contrast to the conventional photon-blockade effect under a
weak coherent drive, where the steady state of the system is
a superposition of different Fock states with a suppressed
Poisson distribution [22].
We demonstrate both analytically and numerically that
the many-body generalization of this simple mechanism
can protect FQH states for arbitrarily long times, leaving
only a small transient population of hole excitations due to
the finite refilling rate. Similar to the simple system
described above, in the FQH case it is the many-body
gap that plays the role of the nonlinearity Δ, ensuring that
refilling stops when the FQH state is reached. Our method
is particularly attractive for near-term experiments, as it
requires no state preparation sequence to initialize the
system; since the ground state is protected by dissipation,
one can simply turn on the shadow lattice coupling and wait
for the system to relax into a topological ground state. We
also discuss possible extensions of the shadow lattice to
protect other quantum simulator Hamiltonians and dem-
onstrate that the device parameters required for our scheme
to succeed are within reach of current superconducting
qubit technology.
II. FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL
STATES OF LIGHT
The lattice fractional quantum Hall systems we consider
are described by the combination of a topological flat
(Chern) band [23–31] and a local kþ 1-body interaction
(where k ¼ 1, 2, 3) [32–36], and have topologically
ordered ground states with anyon excitations. The total
system Hamiltonian is given by
HP ¼ −
X
ij
Jijða†iPajPeiϕij þ H:c:Þ
þ Ukþ1ðkþ 1Þ!
X
i
ða†iPÞkþ1ðaiPÞkþ1: ð1Þ
Here, the label P denotes the primary lattice, and a†jP=ajP
creates or eliminates a photon at site j. If each site is a
simple spin-12 degree of freedom, then the resulting hard-
core interaction yields an infinite U2; higher-order inter-
actions (larger k) can be realized through more complex
qubit arrangements [3,4]. The hopping matrix elements are
complex and model the Peierls phases of a uniform
magnetic field which penetrates the plane; there are a
FIG. 1. (a) Simple example of dissipative protection of a quantum state. We consider a nonlinear resonator P, coupled to an auxilliary
“shadow” spin S, and we wish to hold the resonator in the one-photon state j1Pi against a loss rate ΓP. We do so by coupling the
resonator and shadow spin with a two-photon driveΩ, which resonantly adds a photon to the resonator and excites the spin or removes a
photon from the resonator and returns the spin to its ground state. The nonlinearity Δ ≫ Ω suppresses the j1i → j2i transition, and if the
shadow spin has a fast relaxation rate ΓS ≫ ΓP, then j1;↓i is the most stable state of the system and all other configurations will rapidly
relax toward it, as described in the Introduction. (b) Many-body generalization of this mechanism to protect a lattice fractional quantum
Hall system (blue) from losses. The primary quantum Hall lattice is coupled to a shadow lattice (red) through a two-photon drive field, so
that when a many-body hole excitation is created by a photon loss on the primary lattice (rate ΓP), it is resonantly mixed with a particle
excitation on the shadow lattice (rate Ω), which rapidly decays (rate ΓS), returning the primary lattice to its many-body ground state.
If ΓS ≫ ΓP and Ω ≫ ΓP, holes will be refilled much more quickly than they are created, and the fractional quantum Hall ground state
becomes the most stable state of the system. The many-body gap of the topological ground state suppresses further particle addition once
the fractional quantum Hall state is reached.
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FIG. 3: Schematic picture of state stabilization in a simple
three-level system, reproduced with permission from [20]. As
described in the text, a parametric two-photon drive refills
lost photons via coupling to an uxiliary, lo sy subsystem,
making the |1〉 photon state the most stable state of the sys-
tem. In (b), the same process is generalized to a 2d quantum
many-body system. By coupling the primary lattice (blue
squares) to a lossy “shadow” lattice (red squares), many body
h le xci ations create by photon losses can be pa sively re-
mov d.
For an N qubit system with identical decay rates ΓP cou-
pled to N iden ical lossy lement oupled to it we would
have:
∂tρ =
i
~
[ρ,H] + ΓP
N∑
n=1
(
anP ρa
†
nP +
1
2
{
a†nPanP , ρ
})
+ΓS
N∑
n=1
(
a˜†nP ρa˜nP +
1
2
{
a˜nP a˜
†
nP , ρ
})
. (7)
Further dissipation sources can be treated by additional
terms in the sum on the second line. Given the substan-
tial Hilbert space reduction, this method allows for th
numerical simulation of larger systems than one would
be able to study taking the full quantum dynamics of
the lossy elements into account.
This cheme is simple enough to be quite generic, and
if the primary Hamiltonian does not conserve total pho-
ton number (as in the topological models discussed to-
ward the end of this review), photon losses can be cor-
rec d through more general couplings, including the s m-
ple capacitive coupli g discussed in the three-qubit bit
flip code. In addition, if other means exist to distin-
guish states (such as symmetries), one can arrange inter-
actions to achieve a ratcheting effect even when the en-
ergy scales themselves are too weak to resolve the desired
transition with sufficient speed. Quantum ratcheting will
be illustrated in further detail through specific examples
throughout this review.
An elegant experimental demonstration of state sta-
bilization based on both energetics and symmetries was
performed by Hahochen-Gourgy et al [70] (FIG. 4), who
were able to stabilize particular eigenstates in a three-
qubit Bose-Hubbard model with attractive interactions.
By adding a series of oscillating tones resonant with
many-body transitions, the researchers were able to sta-
bilize individual eigenstates through interaction with a
lossy cavity, with fidelities between 67 and 80%. In this
case, the ratcheting effect is achieved through mixing
with higher excited states that have preferential decay
paths due to symmetry, rather than by incorporating ad-
ditional lossy elements, but the result is similar: steady
state populations of excited states which are substantially
higher than what could be achieved through simple con-
tinuous driving. For example, to stabilize the 1 photon
state |E1〉 the system is resonantly driven to mix |0〉 and
|E2〉 and |E2〉 to |F1〉, which for symmetry reasons (the
symmetric states have stronger Purcell decay into the
environment than the antisymmetric ones) preferentially
decays to |E1〉 (the ratchet step, since the reverse process
|E1〉 → |F1〉 does not occur), which is a comparatively
long lived state. The system is thus more likely to be
found in |E1〉 than in any other state; in contrast, sim-
ly resona tly driving |0〉 to |E1〉 produces a steady state
|E1〉 population of less than 50%.
Following that work and a parallel scheme by Le-
breuilly et al [71], Ma et al [72] recently proposed a
mechanism for stabilizing the Mott insulating state of a
strongly interacting Bose Hubbard chain. In their scheme
a single auxiliary transmon qubit, which they refer to as
a “thermalizer,” is added to one end of a 1d chain, and
is resonantly pumped from the |0〉 to |2〉 state (the two-
photon driving part of the quantum ratchet). A resonator
or other lossy object is coupled to the auxiliary qubit and
is chosen to be near-resonance with the |2〉 → |1〉 tran-
sition, giving the auxiliary qubit a very fast decay Γ21
from |2〉 → |1〉 without significantly increasing the de-
cay rate from |1〉 → |0〉 (the asymmetry in decay rates
generates the ratcheting effect). If the energy of the re-
maining single photon is chosen to be near that of a par-
ticle in the Bose-Hubbard chain it can refill hole states
created by photon losses and thus stabilize the Mott in-
sulating state of the chain, where all qubits hold a single
photon. Adding multiple auxiliary qubits could improve
performance as well as potentially stabilize more com-
plex states. Further, the refilling process these authors
describe plays the role of more exotic parametric two-
photon driving schemes, and could thus be applicable in
more general cases.
Subsequent work by Lebreuilly et al [73, 74] showed
that even better performance can be obtained through a
more complex, frequency-dependent bath. By consider-
ing an incoherent pumping scheme with strong frequency
dependence, and in which the power spectrum decays
much more quickly than 1/ω2 outside the targeted re-
gion of interest, off-resonant excitations can be highly
suppressed, allowing for much faster refilling rates than
those permitted by the effective Lorentzian bath of a sin-
gle lossy object. Such a construction could be imple-
mented by coupling each site to many lossy objects with
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FIG. 4: Experimental demonstration of state stabilization through engineered loss in a 3-qubit Bose-Hubbard chain, reproduced
with permission from [70]. The system is comprised of three transmon qubits and three resonators, and due to its simplicity
its entire spectrum (a) can be easily computed. Armed with this knowledge, the system can be made to relax into chosen
eigenstates by applying multiple drive tones (b,d). For example, in part (b) the system is driven between two single photon
states |E2〉 and |E1〉 by resonantly driving transition between |0〉 and |E2〉 and between |E2〉 and an excited state, which then
preferentially relaxes to |E1〉 by symmetry. The steady state population of |E1〉 is 66%; in absence of dissipation the highest
steady state population of |E1〉 would be slightly less than 50% (from continuously driving |0〉 → |E1〉 on resonance). In
(d) a similar procedure is used to stabilize a two-photon excited state |F2〉 at higher population than would be possible from
continuous two-tone driving. These “quantum ratchet” effects are ubiquitous in the papers discussed in this review.
narrow resonances that span a precisely chosen frequency
range, a structure also studied by Kapit et al [75] for er-
ror correction in a topological system.
Engineered dissipation can be used to passively gen-
erate and stabilize topological states as well. Provided
that the energy levels are well known and the spectrum
does not include local minima that would frustrate refill-
ing, a colored bath can stabilize anyonic states of light.
One such proposal is the work of Kapit et al, which pro-
poses a simple mechanism to stabilize abelian and non-
abelian fractional quantum Hall states [20]. These sys-
tems are excellent passive stabilization candidates due to
the fact that the flat single particle band [76, 77] and lo-
cal interactions ensure that only a single energy needs to
be targeted for refilling. Schemes also exist to stabilize
topological stabilizer Hamiltonians such as Kitaev’s toric
code [78] coupled to ranged interactions; these models
will be discussed in the section on quantum error correc-
tion. Further discussion of many-body models with some
notes on their stabilization can be found in [79].
Finally, though detailed knowledge of the system’s
spectrum is highly desirable, such a requirement is ex-
tremely limiting. Given a desire to probe quantum dy-
namics of sufficient complexity to be intractable for clas-
sical computer simulation, one would like to be able to
stabilize states without such knowledge, as knowing the
energy levels of a system implies that it is at least par-
tially tractable through analytic methods or classical nu-
merics (of course, even exactly soluble models may have
prohibitively complex dynamics under the right condi-
tions). Fortunately, research in that direction is ongoing,
exemplified by works such as that of Hafezi et al [80], or
Shabani and Neven [81], which imagine complex dissipa-
tive structures covering a wide range of target energies
at exponentially increasing rates, such that a thermal
distribution is mimicked in the steady state. A rigor-
ously benchmarked device of this type could be assumed
to approximate a thermal distribution regardless of the
system’s many-body Hamiltonian, allowing for the quan-
tum simulation of arbitrary strongly interacting boson
models. Note however that since steady state occupation
probabilities are determined from rate balancing, given
the white noise photon loss model discussed earlier the
lowest achievable temperature should scale logarithmi-
cally in the repair rate at the system’s highest energy
single photon transition divided by the photon loss rate,
Emax
Tmin
∝ log (ΓR,max/ΓP ). Such behavior was observed in
the simulations of Kapit et al [20] for a fractional Quan-
tum Hall model with a single accessible excitation energy
scale.
9Jaynes-Cummings physics
The works we have discussed so far have focused on
using dissipation to overcome loss and stabilize quantum
states or phases of matter which are ground states of the
rotating frame Hamiltonian. However, continuous dissi-
pative dynamics can create interesting many-body phases
in their own right, which have no rest frame analogues.
Due to their simplicity and experimental relevance, the
most studied systems of this type are Jaynes-Cummings
arrays of qubits and cavities, where the primary dynam-
ics of interest occur in the cavities themselves and quan-
tum nonlinear effects come from the dispersive qubit-
cavity interaction. Depending on the drives, dissipation
and cavity-cavity couplings these systems can display a
range of exotic non-equilibrium effects [71, 82–92], which
we will very briefly review here. Qubit-cavity chains are
attractive for near term experiments for many reasons,
one of which being that at present it is much easier to
reliably fabricate identical cavities at the same target en-
ergy than it is for qubits, where static resonance energies
typically fluctuate by a few hundred MHz sample to sam-
ple even in the most mature fabrication processes.
A striking non-equilibrium feature of qubit-cavity dy-
namics is bistability [86, 87, 89, 90], where the system
stochastically makes incoherent jumps between macro-
scopically distinct phases. This is predicted to occur at
the single-cavity level [93] as well as in larger and more
complex systems [90, 92]; we will discuss an example of
such bistability shortly, where a chain of cavities stochas-
tically flips between states with transmission coefficients
differing by multiple orders of magnitude. Another in-
teresting phenomenon in clusters of qubits and cavities
is self-trapping, as explored in [83, 87]. We consider a
pair of cavities coupled by a simple exchange interaction
J
(
a†LaR + a
†
RaL
)
, and each coupled to a resonant qubit
with an exchange interaction of strength g; for simplicity
we will take the qubit to be a true two-level system. If the
system is initialized with an imbalanced population for
g = 0 the imbalance will simply oscillate between the two
cavities with frequency 2J , but at finite g the oscillations
become anharmonic, and at a particular critical coupling
gc ∝ J
√
N (where N is the number of photons) the os-
cillation frequency vanishes, localizing the photon imbal-
ance. With continuous driving and dissipation the situa-
tion is considerably more complex, as non-equilibrium ef-
fects delocalize the system at sufficiently long time; if the
system is initialized with a number of photons N > Nc
(the critical number for self trapping) the system will
cross a phase transition and localize as the photon pop-
ulation decays. Near this transition point critical effects
cause superexponential decay in the measured homodyne
microwave signal, and once localized phase coherence in
the signal rapidly collapses.
The largest experiment so far was performed by Fitz-
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FIG. 5: Phase transitions and bistability in a chain of 72
qubit-cavity pairs, reproduced with permission from [92]. In
(a) the transmission coefficient S21 along the chain is plotted
as a function of frequency and input power. At low power,
S21 has peaks and valleys consistent with single particle reso-
nances of tunneling modes along the chain, but at high power
quantum many-body effects cause a transition into a region of
strong scattering where S21 drops by multiple orders of mag-
nitude. This transition exhibits hysteresis and bistability; in
(b) and (c) the same window of drive power and frequency
is examined. For each frequency the system is ramped from
low power to high (b) or high power to low (c) over 31.95ms,
and the differing locations of the transition indicate hystere-
sis. In (d), a single trace at constant power is presented,
tuned to lie very close to the transition point. The sponta-
neous jumps between transmitting and insulating phases (1)
and (2), captured here in a single shot trace of the homodyne
phase, demonstrate bistability over periods of tens of ms, far
longer than any other timescale in the system.
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patrick et al [92], and consisted of 72 qubit-cavity pairs in
a linear chain, well into the many-body regime. As shown
in FIG 5, the experimenters measured the transmission
S21 along the chain as a function of input frequency and
applied drive power. In the weak driving limit, S21 dis-
plays a series of frequency peaks consistent with the sin-
gle particle energies of a photon hopping along the chain,
as we would expect from a few-body quantum system
where the density is low enough that the particles are
nearly free.
In contrast, as the power is increased the system ex-
hibits a sharp transition into an “insulating” regime
where the transmission coefficient drops by more than
two orders of magnitude. The authors attribute this ef-
fect to N -photon resonances between the cavities and the
transmons themselves; though the bare cavity frequency
of ωc ∼ 2pi×7.6 GHz is far less than the transmon energy
ωT ∼ 2pi × 12.7 − 13.9 GHz, the transmon nonlinearity
is negative and grows more negative as the energy in-
creases, so at large enough N resonant exchange is possi-
ble between the cavities and the qubits. When this occurs
the transmons can act as strong impurity scatterers that
strongly suppress transmission.
More remarkably, the many-body “insulating” phase
exhibits bistability and hysteresis near the transmission
regions, as predicted for smaller systems [89–91]. As
shown in the figure, this switching occurs stochastically
and very rapidly, though the two phases are themselves
metastable with average switching times on the order of
tens of ms, which are four orders of magnitude larger
than the photon lifetimes of the qubits and cavities them-
selves. These states also display hysteresis, with the tran-
sition occurring at different drive powers depending on
whether the experiment begins at high power and ramps
down or begins at low power and slowly ramps up. Due
to the vastly increased complexity the authors were un-
able to predict many of these effects quantitatively using
mean-field simulations, suggesting that interesting quan-
tum effects were responsible. Undoubtedly more sur-
prises would be in store were the system extended to
two dimensions, and by combining a 2d array with time
reversal breaking hopping terms, one could realize frac-
tional quantum Hall states of light [20, 94–96].
Complexity
We shall conclude this section with a note about quan-
tum complexity. An important near-term goal of the field
is to demonstrate “quantum supremacy”– that is, engi-
neered quantum dynamics in a collection of qubits which
are beyond the scope of classical simulation [97]. For ex-
ample, Boixo et al [98] consider the problem of sampling
the output of random quantum gate sequences. Though
not useful for any practical concern, showing that this
problem is classically hard is easy, as if it were not, all
quantum computing algorithms could be efficiently simu-
lated on a classical computer. The computationally chal-
lenging part of simulating a particular gate sequence is
sparse matrix-vector multiplication, so the total cost in
both time and memory is a polynomial in N times the
size of the Hilbert space (2N ). Simulating unitary Hamil-
tonian time evolution has similar computational scaling.
Boixo et al report than a 42 qubit simulation stretches
the limits of modern supercomputers, and moving to 49
qubits (a simple 7×7 grid) would leave the realm of clas-
sical simulation entirely. Further, one need not only con-
sider qubits; arrays of linear quantum optical elements
can also be extremely difficult to simulate, a problem
known as Boson Sampling [99].
The dynamics of driven-dissipative many-body quan-
tum systems are complex (in both the intuitive and
computational meanings of that word), potentially much
more so than unitary time evolution. These dynam-
ics are often poorly understood, due to both the large
parameter space of possible models and the computa-
tional complexity of simulating them. Now, if we as-
sume a simple Markovian white noise model for dissipa-
tion, as is appropriate in most superconducting device
experiments, a system’s exact quantum dynamics can be
simulated through the Lindblad master equation [36] or
quantum jump methods (also referred to as the “Monte
Carlo Wavefunction” method), reviewed by Plenio and
Knight [37] and more recently by Daley [38]. In quan-
tum jump calculations the system’s wavefunction under-
goes ordinary Hamiltonian evolution and dissipation is
captured by applying random instantaneous jumps, with
physical observables computed by averaging over many
random trajectories, at a total cost which is only polyno-
mially more expensive than direct Hamiltonian evolution
in closed systems. And as with closed systems, in many
cases the system’s Hamiltonian may have symmetries or
be amenable to analytical and approximate treatments
that can further simplify the problem.
However, if the noise is non-Markovian, or even Marko-
vian with relative rates that depend on the energetics of
the Hamiltonian (the “colored baths” that appear ubiqui-
tously in this review) the problem difficulty can increase
enormously. In the case of colored baths, if the transi-
tion rate between two eigenstates depends on their rel-
ative energies and not just the matrix element from a
photon loss operator then the system can only be accu-
rately simulated if those energies are known. For general
systems this requires exact diagonalization, and if these
energies are far from the ground state Lanczos methods
are not applicable, so the cost to compute all of them
scales as 22N in memory (and even worse in time). Thus
dissipative systems can present significantly greater com-
putational challenges than closed ones, though a variety
of techniques have been developed to study then– see
[100, 101] and references therein.
To be more concrete, consider a cluster of N qubits,
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driven by oscillating fields, and coupled to each other
through tunable coupling elements. Each qubit is cou-
pled to a readout resonator, with multi-photon processes
used to engineer driven loss and/or refilling through near-
resonant photon exchange and/or parametric two photon
creation and annihilation. The qubits and resonators lose
photons at rates ΓiP and ΓiS , which are fixed when the
experiment is designed. The total rotating frame system
Hamiltonian is:
H =
∑
ij
Oˆij +
∑
i
(−→
h i · σiP
)
+
∑
i
ωiSa
†
iSaiS (8)
+
∑
i
(
Ω+i σ
+
iPa
†
iS + Ω
−
i σ
+
iPaiS + H.c.
)
.
Here, the Oˆij are two-qubit operators, which could be
simple exchange couplings Jij
(
σ+iPσ
−
jP + H.c.
)
. All the
terms in H are tunable (and may be varied during the
system’s evolution), with only the loss rates fixed. The
computational task to simulate could be to simply sam-
ple the output probabilities in the z basis of the qubits
(using the resonators to measure them), either at a finite
time given some known initial condition, or in a long time
steady state. Given appreciable Ω±i the internal dynam-
ics of the resonators cannot be ignored and the simulation
cost rises to at least 22N . This cost could grow higher
still, depending on the mixing with two-photon states in
qubits and resonators.
One might object that it is possible for the lossy res-
onators to permit easier classical simulation of this sys-
tem, either if the noise allows new classical algorithms to
be used, or if the qubit output probabilities become suf-
ficiently uninteresting, e.g. the empty state or classical
randomness. Given the examples elsewhere in the review
I find both of these outcomes exceedingly unlikely in the
general case; if the qubit-qubit interaction energy scales
are large compared to the Ω±i the excited state of a given
resonator can easily become entangled with other qubits
some distance away, and the resulting steady states of the
qubits can have plenty of structure depending on how
the various terms are chosen. The experimental chal-
lenge, then, could be to compare the output distribution
observed to a numerical simulation given the input pa-
rameters in H; uncertainty in the parameters’ physical
values, measurement inaccuracy, and (potentially) 1/f
phase noise would all have to be well-controlled to ensure
the distributions match. Given relatively long T1 so that
ΓiP is much smaller than any of the incoherent transition
rates induced by the qubit-resonator couplings one could
even compare the results of the physical evolution to a
simulation where ΓiP is set to zero. However, the feasi-
bility of obtaining accurate simulations of the infinite T1
state (either at long time or at finite time given known
initial conditions) even at relatively small N would re-
quire complex calculations far beyond the scope of this
review.
We conclude that the dynamics and steady states of
driven-dissipative systems evolving under a many-body
Hamiltonian and subject to colored noise can be sig-
nificantly more expensive to simulate than Hamiltonian
time evolution. This in turn means that quantum dy-
namics beyond the scope of classical simulation could be
achieved with a smaller number of qubits, which could
themselves be noisy as it is noise that makes the sys-
tem difficult to study! That said, to establish quantum
supremacy one would need to construct certification cri-
teria to verify that the desired driven-dissipative dynam-
ics have been achieved; in Boixo et al quantum dynamics
is distinguished from classical randomness by comparing
the result to the Porter-Thomas distribution expected
for random quantum circuits, with fidelity determined
from cross-entropy. Adapting such measures to a driven-
dissipative system would undoubtedly require subtle con-
siderations beyond the scope of this review; I include this
section merely to suggest that driven-dissipative systems
could be a fertile ground for near-term research in quan-
tum supremacy.
QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION
Perhaps the most important application of passive
state stabilization is quantum error correction. The suf-
ficient conditions for passive QEC in an engineered pri-
mary system and bath are (i) that the rotating frame
“ground” states of the primary system form a degen-
erate “logical” manifold, (ii) the dissipation-induced re-
pair rate for excitations created by photon losses is much
faster than the primary loss rate itself, which generally
implies (iii) up to small corrections, the long-time steady
state of the system should be given by an incoherent mix-
ture of states in the logical manifold, and most impor-
tantly, (iv) that the total process of a photon loss and its
subsequent correction produces no relative phase, rate
or energetic differences between orthogonal states in the
logical manifold. Achieving all these requirements in a
system simple enough for experimental implementation
is a subtle problem, and I will review two prominent ex-
amples (“Cat codes” and the “Very small logical qubit”)
in this section. But before delving into these architec-
tures, the astute reader may note that the conditions I
have just declared include only a single quantum error
channel, photon loss, and ignore the other two, photon
addition and dephasing. As discussed earlier, photon ad-
dition can be largely ignored on energetic grounds, as the
typical resonance energy (3-10 GHz) of photons in su-
perconducting circuits is much larger than the ambient
temperature (15-50 mK), and the resulting population of
thermal photons at the resonance energy is exponentially
suppressed [44]. Dephasing, however, is a more subtle is-
sue that we will now consider.
Let us first imagine we have engineered a primary sys-
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tem Hamiltonian HP , with degenerate “logical” ground
states |0L〉 and |1L〉, separated from all other states by
an energy of at least ∆. Since a photon loss is a non-
unitary operation that combines an excitation removal
with a measurement, satisfying condition (iv) requires
that
〈0L| a†iai |0L〉 = 〈1L| a†iai |1L〉 , 〈1L| a†iai |0L〉 = 0, (9)
holds, up to very small corrections, for all degrees of free-
dom i in the system. Since phase noise acts through the
number operator a†iai, the only way it can mix logical
states is by exciting the system into states outside of the
logical state manifold, at a finite energy cost ≥ ∆.
If this occurred frequently, it would be a significant er-
ror source that would need to be compensated with fur-
ther bath engineering, but fortunately the action of the
primary Hamiltonian HP ensures that the system is only
sensitive phase noise near the transition frequency be-
tween these states. Since dephasing in superconducting
circuits has a low-frequency dominated power spectrum
S (ω) ∝ 1/ωα (with α ' 1), if we only sample the noise
at S (∆) its effect will be dramatically weakened com-
pared to the free induction decay case of HP = 0. Thus,
just as continuous Rabi driving extends the coherence
of single qubits against phase noise [8, 10, 11, 13–15],
the action of any HP satisfying the above conditions for
photon loss error correction will not commute with lo-
cal a†iai and strongly suppress errors from phase noise
as a result (this also applies to quantum simulation, as
demonstrated indirectly in [96]). Empirically, given a sin-
gle qubit Ramsey T2R as a measure of the 1/f phase noise
strength, this suppression produces an effective logical
error time from phase noise of T2L ∝ ∆ (T2R)2, yielding
quadratic improvements in phase error time from a linear
improvement in T2R. Phase noise suppression is there-
fore an intrinsic benefit of nearly any continuously ap-
plied Hamiltonian [133] capable of correcting photon loss
errors, massively simplifying the circuit’s design! Note
of course that this does not hold in systems experiencing
high-frequency phase noise, but fortunately this is not a
generic situation for driven superconducting circuits.
Bit-flip code
As a warmup to more complex models, let us consider a
driven-dissipative implementation of the three-qubit bit
flip code [102], proposed independently by Cohen and
Mirrahimi [19], and Kapit, Hafezi and Simon [20]. A
passive three qubit bit flip code was also considered in
a different context by Kirchoff et al [18] in 2010. Us-
ing the language of [20], the Hamiltonian consists of six
qubits, three of which are high coherence (with a low loss
rate ΓP ) and form the primary HP and three of which
are lossy “shadow” qubits (with fast loss rate ΓS) used
as an engineered reservoir. The system Hamiltonian, en-
gineered through a combination of fixed Josephson and
capacitive couplings and tones at multiple frequencies,
reduces to
HP = −J (σx1Pσx2P + σx2Pσx3P + σx1Pσx3P ) , (10)
HS = 2J
3∑
i=1
σziS , HPS = Ω
3∑
i=1
(σxiPσ
x
iS + σ
y
iPσ
y
iS) ,
H = HP +HS +HPS .
Note that the device as laid out above does not sat-
isfy condition (iv) of the previous section. This is be-
cause a photon loss in a primary qubit, through the
σ−iP = σ
x
iP − iσyiP operator, has a 50% chance of enacting
a σx operation, which does not take the system out of
its degenerate ground state but does dephase a super-
position within that manifold. Nonetheless, it provides
a useful toy model to understand passive quantum er-
ror correction. This Hamiltonian could be implemented
through flux driven Josephson couplers as described in
[103] (see FIG. 6), or through capacitively coupled qubits
subject to multiple drives [19], and it has a twofold de-
generate ground state with all shadow qubits in |0〉 and
the three primary qubits in logical states |0L〉 = |000〉 or
|1L〉 = |111〉 in the x-basis.
The simplicity of this system allows us to predict the
transition rates Γij induced in the primary system by the
shadow qubits using Fermi’s golden rule. The dominant
contribution through this is through the yy part of the
capacitive interaction, which flips the state of a primary
and a shadow qubit simultaneously. Taking into account
that the shadow qubit must relax back to its ground state
(at a rate ΓS) to complete the process, and assuming sim-
ple Lorentzian line broadening for the shadow qubit, we
can compute the total rate Γij (δE) for a process which
changes the primary qubits’ energy by δE,
Γij (δE) =
(
Γ−1PS (δE) + Γ
−1
S
)−1
, (11)
=
Ω2ΓS
Ω2 + (δE + 4J)
2
+ Γ2S/4
.
When applied to the error correction code above, we find
a repair rate ΓR for removing a phase flip (δE = −4J)
and relaxing the system back to its ground state along
with two induced error rates, ΓE0 corresponding to off-
resonantly flipping a second qubit after one flip has al-
ready occurred (at zero energy cost in the primary sys-
tem) and ΓE1 corresponding to an off-resonant phase flip
when the primary system is in a logical state. Combining
these three rates and assuming an intrinsic (white noise)
y error rate of ΓP in the primary qubits, we conclude:
ΓR =
Ω2ΓS
Ω2 + Γ2S/4
, ΓE0 ' Ω
2ΓS
16J2
, ΓE1 ' Ω
2ΓS
64J2
,(12)
ΓL ' 6 (ΓP + ΓE1) ΓP + ΓE0
ΓP + ΓE0 + ΓR
' 6Γ
2
P
ΓR
.
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This decreases quadratically with linear increases in ΓP
and thus acts as quantum error correction. Note that, as
seen in FIG. 6 at short times t ≤ 1/Ω the passive error
correction provides no protection and the transient error
rate is ≈ 3ΓP . This represents the transient probability
of catching the system between a y error and it’s sub-
sequent correction by a shadow qubit, and has no effect
on the long time rate of decay. It can however be an
important challenge for designing error-tolerant gates for
these qubits, a subject which is beyond the scope of this
review.
If we further consider Eq. (12), we notice also that
minimizing ΓL at fixed ΓP and J suggests the hierarchy
of scales
J/~ Ω ∼ ΓS  ΓP . (13)
This order of inequalities is a generic feature of any pas-
sive error correction mechanism where error states are
differentiated from logical states on energetic grounds,
including the substantially more complex topological
schemes discussed below. This is the heart of error cor-
rection through engineered dissipation: error syndrome
operators are implemented to induce an energy penalty
for error states, which can then be corrected through
tuned couplings and energetic resonance with a lossy sub-
system. And fortunately, the relatively high coherence of
superconducting qubits makes (13) easy to satisfy even
with current technology. If we assume our primary sys-
tem to be a driven multi-qubit device then the many-
body energy scale J is set by the strength of qubit-qubit
couplings, which in modern designs are typically in the
tens of MHz (times 2pi). In contrast, for a typical trans-
mon qubit ΓP ∼ 20 − 100 kHz, leading to J/ΓP ≥ 103.
This wide ratio leaves substantial room for Ω and ΓS
(and thus ΓR) in the range of a few MHz, which would
already be faster than the fastest digital error correction
schemes demonstrated in the literature [17], which have
a total cycle time of around 1 µs.
Cat codes
Cat codes [21–32], where quantum information is en-
coded in superpositions of coherent states in 3d supercon-
ducting cavities, have achieved dramatic success in recent
years, culminating in the first demonstration of quantum
error correction (in any platform) which extends the life-
time of a state beyond its most coherent part [26]. They
are part of a broad class of continuous variable codes,
with historical roots in the Gottesman-Kitaev-Preskill
codes [104], and operate in a regime where the many-
photon state of driven resonator is specified by its co-
herent phase α. In this section, I review the basics of
the cat code and provide an overview of current research
on them. As we shall see, though engineered dissipation
(a)
P1
S1
P2
S2
P3
S3
Φ(t) Φ(t)
Φ(t)
FIG. 6: (Color online) A simple circuit to demonstrate passive
error correction, taken from [20]. (a) A ring of three primary
transmon qubits (P1, P2, P3, blue) are coupled to each other
through flux biased Josephson junctions, which are driven at
the sums and differences of the qubit frequencies [103]. These
terms produce an effective interaction −JσxiPσxjP in the ro-
tating frame. Each primary qubit is weakly coupled capaci-
tively to a lossy shadow qubit (S1, S2, S3, red; these objects
could also be resonators as the nonlinearity is unimportant).
In (b), the system is initialized in the ground state |111〉 in
the x basis, and the Lindblad equation is numerically inte-
grated to track the system’s evolution. Parameters used are
Ω = 0.05J and ΓS = 0.1J (ΓR = 0.05J), and three pri-
mary qubit decay rates ΓP =
{
10−3, 5× 10−4, 2.5× 10−4} J .
The resulting logical error rates ΓL (see Eq. 12) are{
4.6× 10−5, 1.3× 10−5, 3.8× 10−6} J , demonstrating near-
quadratic increases in logical state lifetime from linear de-
creases in ΓP .
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is not required to implement a cat code in its most ba-
sic form, it can substantially improve performance and
will be a necessary part of future developments in these
devices.
The cat code in its simplest form consists of two res-
onators (one of which is high coherence and the other
which is lossy and used for readout) and a transmon
qubit, which is used to manipulate the state of the pri-
mary resonator. Specifically, it takes as its basis the co-
herent states
|α〉 ≡ e−|α|2/2
∞∑
n=0
αn√
n!
|n〉 . (14)
To use these states for quantum error correction, we
need to construct a reduced subspace of two or more
states. Before presenting the full cat code, we shall
discuss a simplified version which protects only against
phase noise. We consider a high coherence cavity P
subject to two-photon driving and dissipation as demon-
strated in [24], with rotating frame Hamiltonian H =
Ω
(
a†Pa
†
P + aPaP
)
. This Hamiltonian is engineered
through dispersively coupling the high coherence cav-
ity to a qubit which is then coupled to a lossy read-
out cavity R, and driving the qubit Q at 2ωP − ωR
and much more weakly at ωR. The net result of this
nonlinear process is to convert pairs of photons from
the primary resonator into a photon in the readout res-
onator (which decays rapidly). This produces both co-
herent and incoherent two-photon terms in the primary
resonator: the resulting effective Hamiltonian is H '
Ω
(
a†Pa
†
P + aPaP
)
, and along with it come Lindblad col-
lapse operators
√
ΓPaP and
√
Γ′aPaP , where ΓP is the
damping rate of the primary cavity and Γ′ is the induced
two-photon loss through coupling to the driven, lossy
readout resonator. For a sufficiently high coherence cav-
ity Γ′  ΓP the steady state of the system is a mixture of
|0L〉 ' 2−1/2 (|α〉+ |−α〉) and |1L〉 ' 2−1/2 (|α〉 − |−α〉)
(where α is determined by the drive strength and dissi-
pation rates). Since the orthogonality between |α〉 and
|−α〉 is nonzero (though exponentially small in increas-
ing |α|) the 1/√2 normalization is not exact. As shown
in FIG. 7, starting from all drives turned off with the
system unpopulated, the pair of cavities will evolve de-
terministically to |0L〉 or |1L〉 depending on the relative
phase of the drives, before decaying into an incoherent
mixture of the two states at long times.
These states can be distinguished by the parity op-
erator eipia
†
P aP , which can be measured by dispersive
coupling to an off-resonant qubit. Further, they are
protected against low frequency phase noise in the pri-
mary cavity. Specifically, if we consider phase noise
through the number operator a†PaP , then we find both
〈0| a†PaP |1〉 and 〈1| a†PaP |1〉 − 〈0| a†PaP |0〉 ∝ e−|α|, so
phase noise cannot effectively mix the two logical states.
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FIG. 4: Time evolution of the storage state in presence of the nonlinear drive and dissipation processes described in Fig. 1.
The panels correspond to measured data (a), to reconstructed density matrices [23] (b), and to numerical simulations (c). They
displ y the Wigner function after a pumping duration indicated at the top of the panel. The storage is initialized in the quantum
vacuum state at t = 0 µs. First, the state squeezes in the Q quadrature (t = 2 µs). Small, but visible negativities appearing at
t = 7 µs indicate that the superposition of the SSSs shown in Fig. 3, panel 2, is now coherent, and that a continuous evolution
from a squeezed state to a quantum state approximating a Schrödinger cat state is taking place. Finally, these negativities
disappear as a consequence of the unavoidable storage photon loss, and the state decays into a statistical mixture of the two
SSSs (t = 19 µs). (d) Storage photon number distribution measured using the photon number splitting of the qubit [30]. At
t = 2, 7 µs, the n = 2 population is larger than n = 1. A similar population inversion is also present between n = 4 and n = 3
at t = 7 µs. The non-Poissonian character of the photon number distribution at t = 2, 7 µs confirms the non-classical nature
of the dynamical states of the storage for these intermediate times.
FIG. 7: Evolution of a cat state u der two-photo driving and
dis ipation, reprodu ed with perm ssion from [24]. The sys-
tem begins empty of photons and at t = 0 two-photon driv-
ing and dissipation are turned on, stabilizing a two-photon
cat state |α〉+ |−α〉. Rows (a) and (b) represent experimen-
tal data, row (c) is a theoretical simulation and row (d) is
the probability Pn of occupying each n photon state, as a
function of time. Due to much slower single photon lo s th
ystem eventually decays to an incoheren mixture of states.
These two photon states suppress dephasing but are mixed by
a photon loss; a manifold of four-photon states can be used to
protect quantum information against all single photon error
channels.
Phase noise can cause the state to drift away from the
|±α〉 basis (and out of our logical state manifold), but
this is energetically suppressed by the continuous driving
as discussed earlier. Photon losses, however, will swap
the two states, with 〈0| aP |1〉 ' α. Consequently, a more
complex scheme is needed to protect against all relevant
error channels.
The minimal cat code capable of protecting against
both losses and dephasing requires coherent four-photon
driving and dissipation [22]. The implementation of such
a drive configuration is technically challenging, but it
can be achieved through chaining two-photon drives in
sequence [28]. To demonstrate error correction, let us
consider the basis of states spanned by |±α〉 and |±iα〉.
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We consider the superpositions shown in FIG. 8:
|0L〉 ≡ |α〉+ |−α〉+ |iα〉+ |−iα〉
2
(15)
= 2e−|α|
2/2
∞∑
n=0
α4n√
4n!
|4n〉 ,
|1L〉 ≡ |α〉+ |−α〉 − |iα〉 − |−iα〉
2
= 2e−|α|
2/2
∞∑
n=0
α4n+2√
(4n+ 2)!
|4n+ 2〉 .
These states are nearly orthogonal (up to factors that
decay as e−|α|
2
) and are steady states of a combination
of four-photon driving and dissipation, since they are
coherent linear superpositions of 0, 4, 8... and 2, 6, 10...
photons, respectively. As with the two-photon states
considered previously they are protected against phase
noise by construction, and continuous driving ensures
that drifting outside of the manifold of |±α〉 and |±iα〉
is energetically suppressed. We note the experimental
realizations discussed in this work construct these states
through tuned pulse sequences and coupling to a qubit
rather than a four-photon drive itself; in absence of such
driving phase noise can cause the state to drift out of the
logical state manifold, though the high base coherence
of 3d cavities makes this effect relatively weak. Like the
two photon states, they are not protected against pho-
ton losses, but their more complex structure allows for
efficient photon loss correction, as shown in FIG. 9.
We first notice that the parity operator Pˆ =
exp ipia†PaP returns 1 for both |0L〉 and |1L〉, so it does
not distinguish them. Now imagine a photon has been
lost; up to overall normalization this sends logical states
the error states:
|0L〉 → |0E〉 = 2e−|α|2/2
∞∑
n=0
α4n+3√
(4n+ 3)!
|4n+ 3〉 ,(16)
|1L〉 → |1E〉 = 2e−|α|2/2
∞∑
n=0
α4n+1√
(4n+ 1)!
|4n+ 1〉 .
If we measure Pˆ and a photon loss has occurred, we ob-
tain −1 for either state, detecting that an error has oc-
curred without distinguishing the two states. Leaving
aside the issue of how to repair this lost photon for the
moment, if we simply switch bases to the E states from
the L states we find that an arbitrary superposition of
L states maps to an identical superposition of E states
under a single photon loss, without any relative phase ac-
cumulation or information loss. Now, if two photon losses
occur in rapid succession then the two logical states will
be mixed (causing a logical error), but if time between
Pˆ measurements is small compared to the inverse loss
rate this is rare and the effective lifetime of information
encoded in the cat will be quadratically increased.
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respectively, χsa/(2π ) ≈ 1.95 MHz the dispersive frequency shift, K/(2π) 
≈ 4.5 kHz the resonator anharmonicity, or Kerr, and ħ is the reduced 
Planck constant. The ancilla has coherence times T1 ≈ 35 µ s and 
T2 ≈ 13 µ s; the resonator has a single-photon Fock state relaxation time 
τc ≈ 250 µ s and coherence time ≈ µT s3302c . To perform high-fidelity 
single-shot measurements of the ancilla28, we set the readout resonator 
to have a 1-MHz bandwidth and use a nearly quantum-limited 
phase-preserving amplifier, the Josephson parametric converter 
(JPC)29, as the first stage of amplification, which allows for a readout 
fidelity of 99.3%. The error syndrome is measured using a Ramsey-style 
pulse sequence consisting of two π /2 pulses applied on the ancilla and 
separated in time by π /χsa ≈ 250 ns (ref. 30). The subsequent ancilla 
projective readout takes about 700 ns, which includes integration times, 
cable latencies and feedback delays. A change in the ancilla state after 
the Ramsey mapping indicates a change in parity, or the loss of one 
photon (assuming negligible photon excitation) with 98.5% fidelity 
(Supplementary Information, section 1). The total duration of each 
error syndrome measurement is just 1 µ s, or approximately 0.8% of the 
average time between photon jumps for cat states with =n 2.
We use a new real-time controller designed to execute programs for 
quantum control (Supplementary Information, section 5). Every 
 repetition of the program (Fig. 2a–d) begins with the controller 
 encoding one of the six cardinal points on a Bloch sphere in the even 
logical basis states, enough to perform process tomography of the full 
QEC system2. The number of syndrome measurements and the waiting 
time tw between them is set to an optimal value to balance the risk of 
missing photon jumps and the possibility of measurement back-action 
on the resonator state due to ancilla T1 (Supplementary Information, 
section 4; more details below); for cat states of ≈n 3, tw ≈ 13 µ s. The 
program uses a state machine for adaptive parity monitoring, in which 
the sign of the second π /2 pulse in the parity mapping is chosen in 
real-time to maximize the probability of measuring the ancilla in its 
ground state | g〉 ; this improves measurement reliability by decreasing 
the probability that the state of the ancilla will change during 
measurement.
The program stores in memory a record of ‘0’s (no error) and 
‘1’s (error) that specifies the monitoring history; Fig. 2b shows the 
four possibilities for two steps: {00, 01, 10, 11} with probabilities 
{70.4%, 13.7%, 11.8%, 4.1%}. The asymmetry in the occurrence of 01 
and 10 is due to parity measurement infidelity and is well-modelled by a 
Bayesian analysis (Supplementary Information, section 7). Conditioned 
on obtaining one of these four records, Wigner tomography provides 
a striking visual demonstration of the cat code in action. Interference 
fringes, signatures of quantum coherence17, continue to be sharp and 
extremal as the program proceeds in time, as compared with the case 
of performing no parity monitoring. At each point in the program the 
tomograms agree well in parity contrast, phase and amplitude as seen 
in simulations. These levels of predictability highlight the advantages of 
this hardware-efficient scheme: knowing the Hamiltonian parameters 
and the measurement fidelity of a single error syndrome is sufficient to 
encapsulate the evolution of an error-corrected logical qubit.
Two further applications of feedback are necessary to maximize the 
performance of the QEC system. Owing to the non-commutativity of 
the Kerr Hamiltonian ˆ ˆ†a aK2 2 2 and aˆ, a photon jump results in a phase 
shift of the resonator state in phase space proportional to K and the 
jump time tj: θK = Ktj (ref. 18). The controller must therefore use the 
monitoring history, which provides a best-estimate of tj, to consolidate 
trajectories of equal error number, yet different error timestamp, into 
a single effective resonator state in real-time; for example, before 
 decoding, 01 and 10 become a single ‘1 error’ state. The controller also 
decides in real-time to apply a different set of decoding pulses on the 
basis of the final parity. Figure 2c shows qubit state tomography of 
the ancilla after decoding, but before correction, conditioned on the 
 number of errors. The rotation of the six cardinal points by π /2 for one 
error and π for two errors indicates that the cat code successfully maps 
photon-loss errors in the resonator onto a unitary operation on the 
encoded qubit. Upon completion of execution of the program, the 
knowledge of how many errors occurred is equivalent to having 
 corrected the state. Although aligning the Bloch spheres of all error 
trajectories to the same orientation requires a simple phase adjustment 
on the ancilla drive in the decoding sequence, in this example we 
instead choose to show the performance of each error case individually. 
The program thus returns the corrected qubit, now stored again in the 
ancilla, completing the full QEC cycle.
We benchmark the performance of our QEC system by performing 
process tomography of the QEC system. We use the chi matrix 
 representation for a single qubit2, in which state tomography of the 
output density matrix ρfin is used to calculate the measured, complex 
4 × 4 chi matrix XM. The fidelity F =  tr(XMX0) is defined as the overlap 
of XM with X0, the chi matrix for the identity operator Iˆ , the ideal case 
in which a QEC system corrects a state perfectly. Shown in Fig. 2e are 
the process matrices for the QEC program demonstrated in Fig. 2a–d. 
The form of X jM (XM for j = 0, 1 and 2 errors) matches the process 
matrix for ideal rotations about the Z axis (defined by the Pauli matrix 
σz) by jπ /2, Xjπ/2. Signatures of developing incoherent mixture are 
 evident from the non-zero values in all diagonal elements.
Moving to an initial encoding size of =n 20  to reduce the probability 
of photon jumps, we implement the cat code with up to six syndrome 
measurements over approximately 110 µ s (Fig. 3a). As in Fig. 2b, each 
repetition is separated by an optimized waiting time that depends on 
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Figure 1 | The cat-code cycle. In the logical encoding of 
α α≡ = ± −α
±C0  and α α≡ = ± −α±C i i1 i  (normalizations 
omitted), the two ‘2-cats’ α±C  and α±Ci  are eigenstates of either even (+ )  
or odd (− ) photon-number parity (an ‘n-cat’ is a superposition of  
n coherent states). For large enough | α| they are effectively orthogonal to 
one another. In this basis, the states along the logical axes + Xc and + Yc are 
both ‘4-cats’ of even or odd parity as well. The different patterns in the 
fringes of their cartoon Wigner functions signify the different phase 
relationship between the basis states. These features allow one to store a 
qubit in a superposition of 2-cats, ψ = +α α± ±c C c Ci0 1 , and at the same 
time monitor the parity as the error syndrome without learning anything 
about c0 or c1, the arbitrary coefficients satisfying | c0| 2 +  | c1| 2 = 1. In this 
example, we choose to encode | 0〉 and | 1〉 in the even-parity basis, although 
the odd basis can equally be chosen. The loss of a single photon changes 
not just the parity of the basis states (red shading, even; blue shading, odd), 
but the phase relationship between them by a factor of i as well: 
ˆ( + )= +α α α α+ + − −a c C c C c C ic Ci i0 1 0 1 . Therefore, after one photon jump, 
one finds the initial qubit rotated by π /2 about the logical Zc axis. With 
each subsequent application of aˆ, the encoded state cycles between the 
even- and odd-parity subspaces, while, owing to each consequent 
multiplication of the coefficient c1 by i, the encoded information rotates 
about the Zc axis by π /2, as indicated by the rotation of the green shaded 
slice. Between the stochastic applications of aˆ, the cat states 
deterministically decay towards vacuum: α →  αe−κt/2 (not depicted here), 
indicating that the logical basis changes in time.
© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
FIG. 8: Cat code state space, reproduced with permission
from [26]. Logical states are constructed from superpositions
containing an even number of photons; they are spanned by
the manifold in Eq. (15). When a photon is lost from the
primary resonator the logical state manifold is mapped to the
error manifold (16), and since the states in the error mani-
fold have unique parent states in the logical manifold, with
no phase or amplitude differences that depend on the parent
states (up to factors that scale as e−|α|
2
, where |α| is the res-
onator amplitude), no information is lost and no unwanted
gates are enacted. The setup is thus suitable for quantum
error correction, as described in the text.
To impl ment and me sure Pˆ [23] w dispersiv ly cou-
ple the system to a superconducting qubit Q, with an
effective coupling χa†PaPa
†
QaQ. Assuming the qubit be-
gins in |0〉 we apply a Had mard gate to transform it to
(|0〉+ |1〉) /√2 and then wait for a time t = ~pi/χ befo e
applying a second Hadamard operation. If the parity
of the resonator is even there is no phase accumulation
on the qubit so it returns to |0〉, but if the resonator’s
parity is odd the qubit will now be in state |1〉, and mea-
suring it thus measures the parity of the resonator. Sin-
gle photon losses thus can be reliably detected from this
mechanism, though the protocol is vulnerable to phase
and loss errors in the qubit (which generally has much
s orter coherence times than a 3d cavity) during the gate
sequence. Nonetheless, it was sufficient to demonstrate
QEC beyond break-even [26]. Future implementations of
cat codes may be improved through more complex parity
measurement schemes such as the one proposed by Co-
hen et al [27]. In that work, Pˆ = χ |1Q〉 〈1Q| cospia†PaP
is implemented continuou ly, rather than being the net
result of a seque ce of different operations, by quantum
Zeno dynamics induced by two-photon driving and dis-
sipation. This protocol does not entangle the transmon
and the cavity so photon losses in the qubit do not dis-
turb the cavity state, though a photon loss or phase error
in the qubit during the operation can still cause an erro-
16
neous measurement result.
Depending on the implementation, various actions can
be taken in response to the detection of a photon loss
through a parity measurement. Experiments reported in
the literature simply use the parity sequence as an error
detection code, which still extends the lifetime of the en-
coded information as a detected photon loss has a deter-
ministic effect on the logical manifold (15) that preserves
the relative amplitudes and phases of a superposition.
One can do this whether the cat states are prepared by
an initial pulse sequence and then left alone, or continu-
ously refreshed by driving, and in this regime there are
no beneficial dissipation sources integral to the logical
qubit’s operation. However, without four-photon driving
and four-photon dissipation the cat states will eventually
decay to vacuum, an unrecoverable error even if each in-
dividual photon loss is successfully detected since all of
the assumptions of orthogonality described above fail if
α is too small. This precludes using cat qubits as part of
a larger information processing system without incorpo-
rating driving and engineered dissipation to continuously
“re-inflate” the state. Likewise, depending on how gate
protocols are to be engineered (see below) one may also
need a mechanism for adding loss photons to return the
system to the logical manifold after a single photon loss,
as some gate protocols may not operate properly on odd
parity states.
Logical operations on and between cat qubits, as well
as schemes for extending the error correction cycle to re-
cover from multiple photon losses and/or dephasing, are
more complex subjects beyond the scope of this review.
The cat code can be seen as a special case of a more
general class of error correction codes for information en-
coded in harmonic oscillator states [29], which are capa-
ble of recovering from a larger range of error processes
by entangling multiple resonators [30] or encoding more
complex states in a single resonator (for example, two
photon losses can be corrected if the states are encoded
in superpositions of 6-photon states instead of 4-photon
states). Logical operations can be applied through vari-
ous methods [22, 31], including adiabatic manipulations
of the coherent state phases [25]. Gate sets which act
as intended on the odd error manifold of cat states are
particularly useful, since they can be enacted after an
error is detected without having to replace the lost pho-
ton. However, designing a physical implementation of a
complete, universal gate set, which loses no fidelity when
a single photon is lost at any point during the gate, is a
subtle challenge. Among other reasons, this is because
any mechanisms which manipulate the cat state through
interaction with a qubit are vulnerable to losses and de-
phasing in the qubit during the gate operation, making
them no higher fidelity than ordinary qubit gates.
Very small logical qubit
The Very Small Logical Qubit (VSLQ) [33], itself in-
spired by the cat code, is an alternative proposal for
building a logical qubit through engineered dissipation.
While similar in basic mechanism– both schemes rely on
four-photon driving to create a degenerate manifold that
allows for photon loss error correction– their regimes of
operation are very different. Where the cat code stores
information in a high coherence resonator with a small
nonlinearity, the VSLQ (which has yet to be realized ex-
perimentally) relies on strong driving in pairs of highly
nonlinear qubits, with comparatively more rapid error
correction and large drive amplitudes compensating for
significantly lower base coherences.
The basic circuit for the VSLQ is shown in FIG. 10.
The primary circuit consists of two transmon qubits with
bridged grounds, coupled by a flux driven SQUID– aside
from the relative placement of the capacitances and val-
ues of the junctions it is identical to a four-junction flux
qubit [105]. The SQUID is held at or near pi flux so that
the two qubits are uncoupled in absence of oscillating
tones. The two transmons l and r have different ener-
gies, and the flux driven coupler is driven at a pair of fre-
quencies commensurate (the nonlinear junction coupling
allows for frequency conversion and wave mixing) [103]
with two-photon exchange (2ωl − 2ωr) and four-photon
pumping (2ωl + 2ωr − 2δ, where −δ is the nonlinearity
of the transmon). To discuss the rotating frame VSLQ
Hamiltonian, it is useful to define the following operators.
Let P ba be the projector onto states where object a con-
tains b photons, and let X˜j ≡ (|2j〉 〈0j |+ |0j〉 〈2j |) and
Z˜j ≡ P 2j −P 0j be the Pauli X and Z operators in the |0〉
and |2〉 basis. The VSLQ Hamiltonian in the three-level
basis of each transmon [134] is given by
HP = −WX˜lX˜r + δ
2
(
P 1l + P
1
r
)
. (17)
HP has a two-fold degenerate ground state, spanned by
the product states where both X˜l and X˜r equal 1 or both
equal -1, with no occupation of single photon |1〉 states.
As remarked earlier, when in a logical state the VSLQ is
protected against phase noise by the W term, which sup-
presses low-frequency noise by giving phase errors a finite
energy cost. Logical operators in this basis are XL = X˜l,
ZL = Z˜lZ˜r and YL = iXLZL; these operators all com-
mute with HP and anticommute with each other, and
partial combinations of them can implement any logical
rotation desired.
The error correction “cycle” in the VSLQ, shown in
FIG. 10, is continuous and operates through engineered
dissipation. Specifically, each of the two primary qubits
is coupled to a lossy qubit or resonator (a “shadow” ob-
ject) through a parametric two-photon coupling HPS =
Ω
∑
i=l,r
(
a†ia
†
iS + aiaiS
)
, and the shadow objects are
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 contrast between the cardinal points of the uncorrected versus the 
 corrected cat codes after approximately 110 µ s (Fig. 3b) demonstrates 
that with a full QEC system we can enhance the lifetime of a qubit 
without giving preference to any one direction on the Bloch sphere. By 
decaying with a time constant that exceeds that of the Fock state by a 
factor of 1.1, this system reaches the break-even point of QEC.
The history of errors also provides us with a valuable measure 
of confidence that the result of an error syndrome measurement 
 faithfully reflects the actual error history. Indeed, a ‘low-confidence’ 
 measurement record that suggests two or more consecutive errors (for 
example, 11 as in Fig. 2c) has a much lower probability of faithfully 
reflecting the true error trajectory of the resonator state than does a 
‘high-confidence’ record, wherein a 1 is ‘confirmed’ by a subsequent 0 
(Supplementary Information, section 7). If we accept only high- 
confidence trajectories, still keeping 80% of the data after 100 µ s, then 
we obtain a decay constant of over half a millisecond. The marked 
improvement we observe when excluding ‘low-confidence’  trajectories 
points to parity measurement infidelity, primarily due to ancilla 
 decoherence, as the dominant limitation on cat-code performance.
An overall analysis of the budget for the lifetime gain for our QEC 
system is shown in Table 1, which lists the dominant avenues of code 
failure common to any QEC system and encapsulates the challenges 
one faces in realizing fault-tolerant QEC. Contributions from the first 
five entries in Table 1 can be suppressed by measuring more quickly 
and using a quantum filter to estimate the parity at any given time21, as 
seen in the column where tw ≈ 0 µ s. However, errors due to the ancilla 
T1 persist regardless of measurement rate. Owing to its dispersive 
 coupling to the resonator, a change in the energy of the ancilla at an 
unknown time imparts an unknown rotation to the resonator state in 
phase space; this is the forward propagation of an error. Measuring the 
syndrome more frequently only increases the likelihood of ancilla- 
induced dephasing, necessitating the aforementioned optimized 
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Figure 3 | QEC process tomography. a, To implement QEC, we 
redundantly encode the qubit in cat states ( =n 20 ) and pay the required 
overhead penalty, which is ubiquitous to QEC. This leads initially to worse 
performance; the process fidelity (F(t)) of the uncorrected cat code 
(orange circles), where cat states are left to decay freely between encoding 
and decoding, exhibits faster decay as compared to the Fock states | 0〉 f and 
| 1〉 f (grey circles). Substantial improvements in performance are realized 
with the full QEC system; the corrected cat code (red triangles) surpasses 
the uncorrected transmon (green squares) by a factor of about 20, makes 
up for the QEC overhead by a factor of about 2.2, and offers an 
improvement over the Fock-state encoding by a factor of about 1.1. With 
only high-confidence trajectories (blue diamonds), the decay time τ 
increases to τ >  0.5 ms. The top axis indicates the number of syndrome 
measurements used for each point in the corrected cat code. Cat code data: 
100,000 averages per point; transmon, Fock states: 50,000 averages per 
point; error bars are smaller than marker sizes. Although no data exhibits 
strictly single-exponential decay, all curves are well modelled by 
F(t) = 0.25 +  Ae−t/τ (dotted lines), with τ the decay time of the specific 
qubit storage scheme and A a fitting constant that is ideally equal to 0.75. 
F = 0.25 (grey dashed line) implies a complete loss of information. 
Uncertainties are given by the errors (on τ) in the fit. Fluctuations in the 
uncorrected cat code are explained by the Kerr effect and are reproduced 
in simulation. b, State tomography after approximately 110 µ s 
(corresponding to black arrows in a). Transmon and Fock-state Bloch 
spheres show amplitude damping. Bloch sphere shrinking for the cat code 
is well-characterized by a depolarization channel. The system substantially 
benefits from QEC, as seen from the greater definition of each cardinal 
point in the corrected versus uncorrected case.
Table 1 | Failure modes of the corrected logical qubit
Failure mode Dominant source Maximum rate, 
tw ≈ 0 µs
Optimal rate,  
tw ≈ 20 µs
Predicted τ
Double errors Cavity ˆ ˆ⋅a a 40 ms 1.7 ms
Uncorrectable errors Cavity ˆ†a 6 ms 6 ms
Readout error Transmon Tφ 7 ms 2 ms
Ancilla preparation Transmon Γ↑ 300 ms 900 µ s
Undesired couplings Cavity ˆ ˆ†a a2 2 600 ms 3 ms
Forward propagation Transmon T1 200 µ s 600 µ s
Net lifetime Predicted 200 µ s 320 µ s
Measured - 318 µ s
Gain over uncorrected logical qubit 1.4 2.2
Gain over best physical qubit 0.7 1.1
This table shows the predicted decay time constant (τ) of quantum information stored in a 
corrected logical qubit using the cat-code paradigm under a scenario in which each individual 
failure mode is the only source of loss. Dominant modes of failure in the cat code are:  
double errors (aˆ followed by aˆ) between consecutive syndrome measurements separated  
by a time tw; possible errors that the cat code does not address, such as additions of a single 
photon ( ˆ†a ); a failed parity mapping resulting from ancilla dephasing (Tφ); incorrect ancilla 
initialization before syndrome measurement resulting from unknown excitations (Γ↑) of the 
ancilla during tw; undesired couplings that result in dephasing due to Kerr ( ˆ ˆ†a a2 2); and ancilla 
decoherence that directly propagates to unrecoverable errors in the resonator state, which  
is a result of ancilla decay or excitation (T1). Two different measurement strategies are shown  
for an initial =n 20 : as quickly as possible (tw ≈ 0 µ s) and the optimal monitoring time (tw ≈ 20 µ s). 
The lowest two rows show the multiplicative gains of cat-code performance over the decay 
constants of the uncorrected logical qubit (147 µ s) and the best physical qubit of the system 
(287 µ s, Fock states | 0〉 f,| 1〉 f). These gains reflect the combined effects of all loss channels acting 
together. We predict all numbers using an analytical model derived in Supplementary 
Information, section 6, and show that for the net gains the failure modes do not contribute 
independently. Using the optimal measurement strategy, we find that the predicted gains in 
lifetime over the uncorrected logical qubit and over the Fock state encoding match the  
measured performance of the corrected cat code (318 µ s) shown in Fig. 3. Lifetimes of at least 
6 ms would be possible if the forward propagation of errors from the syndrome measurements 
were abated.
© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
FIG. 9: Extending the lifetime of a logical stat through cat code erro correction, reproduced with permission from [26].
Repeated photon parity measurements tr ck photon losses in a primary resonat r without distinguishing between logical
states, creating an error detection code that preserves quantum information. In (a) the lifetime of encoded states is shown; the
gray Fock state curve is the lifetime of a single photon in the cavity (the most coherent degree of freedom in the circuit). The
orange and red curves represent encoded cat states as in Eq. (15), with and without repeated parity detection to track errors.
The resulting lifetime of the error-corrected states is about 10% higher than that of the Fock states, demonstrating useful
quantum error correction that exceeds break-even. Note that the cat states in this experiment eventually decay to vacuum as
no mechanism exists to replace lost photons; possible mechanisms for photon refilling are discussed in the text.
detuned so that they have an excitation energy ωS =
δ/2+W in the ro ating frame. As in the bit flip code ex-
ample, we assume that δ  W  Ω ∼ ΓS  ΓP , where
ΓP = T
−1
1 is the photon loss rate in the two qubits. Con-
sequently, if no photons are lost the action of HPS creates
two excitations at a total cost W + δ, which is energet-
ically forbidden, so it does nothing when acting on the
logical state manifold. However, when a photon is lost,
the “hole” excitation in the primary qubit (a |1〉 state) is
resonant with exciting the shadow object (and thus re-
filling the hole), which then rapidly decays. Because of
the continuously operated W term repairing the photon
loss returns the system to the logical state manifold, as
repairing to a state where X˜lX˜r = −1 is energetically
forbidden, and the information contained in the undis-
turbed state of the other primary qubit is sufficient for
this coupling to reconstruct the parent logical state. As
no phase or rate differences are present between logical
states where X˜l = +1 or X˜r = −1, the VSLQ fulfills all
the conditions for passive quantum error correction.
Like the simplest versions of the cat code, the VSLQ
cannot correct multiple simu taneous photon losses. If
a second photon is lost from the s me qubit before the
fi st can be replaced, it produces a X˜ or Y˜ peration
with 50% probability each; the for er would dephase a
superpositio of X˜ eigenstates and the lat er is an excur-
sion from the logical state manifold that creates a logical
error along any logical axis. Similarly, if a second pho-
ton is lost from th other q bit, the resulting |1l1r〉 state
will correct back to a random logical state and thus also
causes a logical error. Nonetheless, if Ω  ΓP these
processes are comparatively rare and the lifetime can far
exceed the base coherences T1 and T2. Simulated logical
state lifetimes (against photon loss and 1/f phase noise)
are shown in FIG. 11.
As shown in the figure, it is comparatively easy to
achieve very rapid error correction with the VSLQ, mak-
ing it an attractive device proposal for near-term work on
passive quantum error correction. That said, there are
important challenges in ensuring its successful operation.
Like the cat code, the VSLQ is unable to correct single
photon addition errors, though these events are compar-
atively rar . Further, the four-photon coupling must be
carefully constructed to minimize static Z˜l/r, Z˜lZ˜r or
P 1l/rZ˜r/l terms acting on the primary qubits. This is
because when a photon is lost the W term is effectively
turned off and single qubit Z˜l or Z˜r terms can dephase the
X˜ eigenstates, producing a logical error. Note that ran-
dom weak Z˜l/r terms from 1/f oise ecrease the lifetime
through this channel, though not dramatically. Fortu-
nately, the inherent tunability of the flux biased SQUID
coupler allows these terms, which arise from stray c pac-
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FIG. 10: Top: Circuit diagram for the Very Small Logical
Qubit, taken from [33]. The VSLQ consists of two trans-
mon qubits, with bridged grounds, coupled by a flux driven
junction or SQUID (essentially, a modified flux qubit). Each
transmon is coupled to a lossy resonator through a high-
frequency driven coupling element; these couplers drive a res-
onant two-photon process that corrects photon loss errors in
the primary circuit. Bottom: error correction process in the
VSLQ. The logical state manifold is spanned by superposi-
tions of zero and two photon states in the left and right qubits
with X˜lX˜r |L〉 = |L〉, stabilized by the parametric drive term
−WX˜lX˜r (blue arrows, step 0). The error correction “cy-
cle” begins at step (i) when a photon is lost from one of the
qubits (rate ΓP , green arrow). This state is resonant with an
excitation in the corresponding lossy shadow qubit (or res-
onator), and the system Rabi-flops (step ii) under the two
photon drive Ω
(
a†ra
†
rS + ararS
)
(red arrows), oscillating be-
tween a |1〉 state in the right qubit and the shadow qubit
empty and returning the pair of qubits to the parent logi-
cal state |L〉 and exciting the shadow qubit (only the right
shadow qubit is shown in the diagram). The shadow qubit
photon rapidly decays (rate ΓS , green arrow, step iii), return-
ing the system to the pre-error state. At no point was the
system measured by an external observer; the error correc-
tion is passive and automatic, though it cannot correct more
than one photon loss at a time. The error correction drives
and dissipation are always on in this system, and energetic
resonance conditions ensure that the shadow qubits only im-
pact the state of the primary qubit when a photon loss has
occurred.
itive interactions and off-resonant perturbative mixing
with |3〉 and |4〉 states, to be perturbatively cancelled
out by slightly adjusting the static flux bias or adding
weak additional drive terms. Engineering a “clean” con-
tinuous four-photon coupling would undoubtedly be the
most challenging step in realizing the VSLQ in an ex-
periment; all the other components have already been
demonstrated in previous experiments discussed in this
review. The VSLQ also supports a robust set of “error-
transparent” gate operations [34], which tolerate single
photon losses that occur mid-gate. This allows for su-
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FIG. 11: Simulated lifetime of X˜ eigenstates in the VSLQ
under photon losses and 1/f phase noise (E. Kapit, in perpa-
ration), for W = 2pi × 25 MHz and δ = 2pi × 300 MHz, with
Ω and ΓS chosen based on T1P to optimize lifetime. The plot
demonstrates the extracted lifetime improvement, TL/T1P of
a X˜ eigenstate under photon losses with a rate 1/T1P . Each
qubit also experiences 1/f phase with an average strength
chosen such that the single qubit Ramsey T2R (free induction
decay due to phase noise alone, assuming no photon loss) is
infinite (blue) or T2R = {1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8}T1P (top to bottom;
gold, green, red and purple). Note that the transmons in the
VSLQ experience twice the effective phase noise of a single
qubit because the logical states are in the two-photon mani-
fold. The lifetime is computed by numerically integrating the
Lindblad equations with randomly fluctuating hl/r (t) a
†
l/ral/r
terms added, with the trajectory averaged over 400 random
pairs of phase error signals per data point. The lifetime of
YL and ZL eigenstates is slightly less than half the X˜ lifetime
as additional error channels contribute there. Ω and ΓS vary
in the ranges 2pi × {2.63, 1.24} and {23.3, 11.0}, respectively;
both decrease as T1P increases, reducing the contribution of
errors induced by the shadow resonators themselves.
perlinear increases in one- and two-VSLQ gate fidelity
with linear increases in base qubit T1,
More complex models
The cat code and VSLQ are extremely efficient for cor-
recting single photon losses, but extending them to re-
cover from two or more photon losses in rapid succession
is difficult in the case of cat codes [29] and likely impos-
sible for the VSLQ [135]. To correct larger sequences of
errors it is natural to consider topological codes [4, 5].
These codes simulate “commuting stabilizer” Hamilto-
nians with degenerate ground states, where local errors
cannot distinguish the states and instead create pairs of
anyonic defects. To produce a logical error further local
errors must separate the anyons and drag them across the
system (producing a string operation), and if the local
error rate is sufficiently slow, measurement based error
correction can detect them and either track or correct the
error processes themselves, protecting quantum informa-
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tion. This section considers passive, “analog” versions of
these digital codes.
An obvious– if extraordinarily ambitious– goal would
be to construct a passive quantum error correction sys-
tem capable of correcting arbitrarily long chains of errors
if built from suitably many qubits, thus mitigating the
need for any type of active error correction. While such
a construction would be complex, the overhead require-
ments for active error correction through a surface code
or similar scheme are themselves intimidating (for exam-
ple, 106 physical qubits with a cycle time of 1 µs produces
a terabit of raw measurement data per second, which
must be algorithmically decoded in real time). And as
one would expect, designing a large scale quantum mem-
ory capable of full self-correction is an extremely difficult
problem, for a number of important reasons that I will
discuss only briefly here. Readers with a detailed interest
in this subject should consider the extensive review ar-
ticle by Brown et al [106], which discusses the prospects
and limitations of self-correcting quantum memory at fi-
nite temperature.
The primary obstacle to engineering self-correcting
quantum memory is physical: assuming the topologi-
cal Hamiltonian can be described by a commuting stabi-
lizer code with local interactions, no-go theorems [107–
111] rigorously rule out the existence of topological order
at finite temperature in two dimensions. Self-correcting
quantum memory is commonly thought to require an en-
ergy barrier between ground states that grows extensively
with system size [112–119]. This is straightforward to
achieve in classical memory: if you are reading this article
from a computer hard drive, you are able to do so because
simple 2d ferromagnets require extensive amounts of en-
ergy to flip mesoscopic domains, and domains are thus
stable for exponentially long times below the transition
temperature. However, for topological quantum mem-
ory, where states cannot be distinguished through sub-
extensive sequences of operations, the largest energy bar-
riers in 2d are O(1), though in 3d nearly self-correcting
memory is possible, as shown by [120]. Larger energy
barriers can be introduced through long ranged interac-
tions [113–116, 118, 119, 121], though implementing these
models requires complex perturbative gadget construc-
tions [116, 117, 119, 121–125], and are the resulting large
energy barriers are generally not resilient to static defects
[126]. A four dimensional variant of the toric code [127]
is stable at finite temperature (and presumably could be
protected against a white noise, “infinite temperature”
bath if the cooling drive were much more rapid), though
four dimensional structures obviously present packaging
challenges, to put it mildly.
In spite of these challenges, theoretical progress has
been toward possible models for self-correcting quantum
code in noisy environment. A host of long-ranged inter-
acting models [113–116, 118, 119, 121] provide large en-
ergy barriers and could be implemented through complex
gadget constructions. Fujii et al [128] devised a kind of
hybrid digital-analog scheme where the output of a sur-
face code is mapped to a 2d Ising ferromagnet and then
cooled, mapping the resulting chains of operations back
to the primary system to undo error chains. Kapit et al
proposed a fully passive surface code variant [75] using
finite ranged interactions, which would be able to cor-
rect long but finite error chains of photon losses and/or
phase errors and could be combined with active error
correction. Though not directly related to self-correcting
memory, Young and Sarovar proposed a passive error cor-
rection scheme compatible with adiabatic quantum com-
puting [129] which is similar to some of these concepts.
Further, the no-go theorems only apply to commuting
stabilizer models, and more complex topological codes
(where different parts of the Hamiltonian do not com-
mute) could possibly display extensive energy barriers
and quantum self correction; a subclass of these models
called topological subsystem codes are reviewed in [106].
Lacking the commuting stabilizer structure these models
can be much more difficult to study, however.
Though the above models are for the most part de-
signed to correct errors occurring from a finite temper-
ature bath, many of them could be adapted to protect
against the white noise, effectively infinite temperature
bath of photon losses as well. The reason for this is that
with some exceptions, the extensive energy barriers arise
from strong long range interactions that induce anyon
confinement, so that separating a pair of anyons costs
a finite amount of energy per step of separation. If the
system is coupled to an engineered dissipation source tar-
geted to remove energy in that range anyons will expe-
rience a continuous dissipative force that pushes them
back together, which is able to correct long error chains
so long as the energy cost per step does not vanish (in
the work of Kapit et al [75] this occurred when anyons
were around 7 steps apart). This requirement– that the
energy cost per step must not vanish– naturally implies
an extensive energy barrier, and though satisfying it is
very difficult, if it is satisfied the lifetime will increase
exponentially with system size so long as the white noise
error rate is slow compared to the dissipative repair rate.
Finally, a particularly intriguing proposal for achiev-
ing self-correction in a large scale system is by Bardyn
and Karzig [130], who couple a surface code Hamilto-
nian [4, 78] to a set of three-level systems, as shown in
FIG. 12. Random errors create plaquette or star defects,
which then excite a three level system from the |0〉 to
|2〉 state. Importantly, the resonant |0〉 → |2〉 driving
only occurs where defects are present. As discussed ear-
lier in the discussion of the subsequent work of Ma et
al [72], the |2〉 → |1〉 decay process is engineered to
be rapid, but the |1〉 state is relatively long-lived, and
when a local auxiliary system is in |1〉 it exerts a strong
attractive potential on the topological defect. This in
turn energetically suppresses further errors (a local er-
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We propose a simple yet e cient mechanism for passive error correction in topological quantum
memories. Our scheme relies on driven-dissipative ancilla systems which couple to local excitations
(anyons) and make them “sink” in energy, with no required interaction among ancillae or anyons.
Through this process, anyons created by some thermal environment end up trapped in potential
“trenches” that they themselves generate, which can be interpreted as a “memory foam” for anyons.
This self-trapping mechanism provides an energy barrier for anyon propagation, and removes entropy
from the memory by favoring anyon recombination over anyon separation (responsible for memory
errors). We demonstrate that our scheme leads to an exponential increase of the memory-coherence
time with system size L, up to an upper bound Lmax which can increase exponentially with  /T ,
where T is the temperature and   is some energy scale defined by potential trenches. This results
in a double exponential increase of the memory time with  /T , which greatly improves over the
Arrhenius (single-exponential) scaling found in typical quantum memories.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ease with which classical information can be stored
is often taken for granted. Yet achieving the analog of
simple tasks such as recording a list of bits on a long-
lasting piece of paper remains extremely challenging in
the quantum realm. Despite tremendous progress in ma-
nipulating individual quantum “objects” such as elec-
trons or photons, self-correcting classical memories —
memories that can store bits at finite temperature for
arbitrarily long periods of time without active error cor-
rection [1–4] — currently have no known quantum coun-
terpart. The only exceptions are theoretical models re-
quiring more than three spatial dimensions [1, 5].
Quantum bits (qubits) require more protection than
classical bits as they can be in a coherent superposition of
two states, which is particularly prone to dephasing due
to random energy fluctuations induced by a thermal envi-
ronment. To suppress this source of decoherence, Kitaev
and Preskill introduced the concept of topological quan-
tum memory [1] where quantum information is stored in
the ground-state subspace of a Hamiltonian with topo-
logical order [6]. Topology guarantees that states be-
longing to this subspace remain degenerate under (weak
and static) local perturbations, in the limit of a large
system [7, 8]. Quantum information is encoded in a non-
local way, which shields it from the local perturbations
induced by typical thermal environments.
A paradigmatic example of topological quantum mem-
ory — the 2D toric code — was introduced by Kitaev in
a pioneering work [9]. Subsequent studies demonstrated,
however, that Kitaev’s toric code does not provide pas-
sive protection against errors induced by a thermal envi-
ronment [10]. The crux of the issue is that local excita-
tions created by thermal fluctuations — known as anyons
— are essentially free to di↵use over large distances with
no energy cost, which eventually leads to harmful non-
local perturbations. The possibility of self-correction was
ruled out in broad classes of 2D and 3D models for sim-
FIG. 1. E cient passive error correction provided by a “mem-
ory foam” for anyons (applied, here, to the toric code). Each
plaquette of four spins (black dots) on the toric-code lattice
is coupled to a driven-dissipative ancilla system whose pur-
pose is to lower the plaquette energy (indicated by height and
white-to-blue color scale) whenever the plaquette is visited by
an anyon (in red). The ancilla can be regarded as a quantum
three-level system with a coherent drive (black double arrow)
coupling level |0ia to level |2ia, with fast subsequent decay to
some metastable level |1ia and slower decay back to |0ia (we
describe an alternative practical realization based on cavity-
QED systems in Appendix A). When a plaquette becomes oc-
cupied (top left), level |2ia falls into resonance with the drive
and level |1ia is quickly populated (blue dot). In contrast,
when no anyon is present (top right), level |2ia is o↵-resonant
and any occupation of level |1ia slowly decays back to level
|0ia (grey dot). Crucially, the population of level |1ia acts
back on the toric-code memory by lowering the local plaquette
energy. As a result, anyons (created in pairs) become trapped
in potential “trenches” that they self-generate (in blue). This
“memory-foam” e↵ect makes it much more likely for anyons
to recombine than to separate and cause memory errors.
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FIG. 12: Passive quantum err correcti n via engine red
potential “trenches,” reproduced with permission from [130].
In this scheme each plaquette of a surface code Hamilton an
[4, 78] is coupled to a auxil ary system. As discussed in the
text, a combination of engin ered dissipation and strong in-
teractions creates long-lived potential trenches that promote
the recombination and annihilation of defects created by ran-
dom interactions with the environment. Provided the errors
themselves come from interactions with a cold bath, this can
lead to exponential increases in the lifetime of quantum infor-
mation encoded in the ground state.
ror which would mov a defect now costs finite nergy;
this process is “free” in the toric code Hamiltonian it-
self) and thus impedes the anyon diffusion that causes
logical errors. Further, defects which do diffuse tend to
leave long “trenches” of excited auxiliary states, within
which motion is comparatively easy, promoting defect re-
combination. If y nic def cts sh re a spin th y can be
annihilated rapidly through coupling to a cold bath, leav-
ing the isolated auxiliary |1〉 states to decay more slowly.
Under the assumption that the base Hamiltonian is in
the rest frame of the system (though the |0〉 → |2〉 pro-
cess is driven) and errors come from interactions with
a low-temperature bath, the resulting maximum lifetime
scales exponentially in 1/T (though the system size must
increase polynomially to achieve this), overcoming the
“no-go” theorems mentioned earlier through clever use
of engineered dissipation. That said, a physical realiza-
tion of the toric code Hamiltonian which does not rely
on driving, or bring along with it strong 1- and 2-body
correction terms (that could invalidate the results), is not
obvious, but the necessary cold bath could be engineered
in a driven system through broad-band engineered dissi-
pation sources as discussed earlier [75, 81].
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The works of this review demonstrate the unique po-
tential of engineered dissipation as a resource for quan-
tum computing and simulation with superconducting de-
vices. From single qubit stabilization to entanglement
generation, many-body physics and quantum error cor-
rections dissipative processes can generate complex dy-
namics completely autonomously, and often outperform
measurement based schemes. As the field prepares to
make the jump from few-qubit circuits to many-body sys-
tems and topological QEC, engineered dissipation could
become an invaluable tool in realizing these lofty ambi-
tions.
Going forward, I see two areas of research that are par-
ticularly promising. The first is in many-body physics; as
argued earlier, dissipative schemes can stabilize gapped
many-body ground states of strongly interacting Hamil-
tonians, even in cases where no digital protocol exists
to generate, much less protect, the states. In compar-
ison to more mature (in the many-body context) plat-
forms such as cold atoms, superconducting qubits are
extremely tunable at the individual qubit level and can
implement nearly arbitrary pairwise interactions with the
same physical hardware, though photon losses have thus
far made it impossible to study true many-body states.
Passive loss correction through colored bath engineering
is an obvious solution to this problem. With photon loss
tackled, superconducting circuits could probe many-body
dynamics that are far beyond the scope of classical sim-
ulation.
Further, the dynamics of driven-dissipative systems
are extremely complex, and it is obvious that driven-
dissipative many-body systems (subject to white noise
loss and colored baths for stabilization) can exhibit sub-
stantial entanglement. The large-N behavior of these
systems in two or more dimensions is hopelessly difficult
to predict classically in the general case, but given that
we expect non-classical correlations to persist against
noise the resulting distributions may be a useful resource
for approximate algorithms, such as machine learning.
Second, schemes such as the cat code and VSLQ clearly
demonstrate that small circuits carefully tailored to the
noise spectra of superconducting qubits can dramatically
outperform stabilizer code error correction, at least at
the single-error level. Similarly though the gadget con-
structions required are formidable in their own right, pas-
sive topological codes are capable of performing complex
multi-error correction of long chains of quantum errors.
Now, I find it extremely unlikely that a passive circuit
will ever become efficient enough that no digital error
correction is required for a fault tolerant machine, but it
is easy to imagine how engineered dissipation could be
integrated into a measurement based code. For example,
once suitable gate protocols are developed one can envi-
sion using cat states or VSLQs as drop-in replacements
of transmons in a surface code, where the vast majority
of local single device errors are passively corrected and
only proportionally rarer multi-error events need to be
tracked or eliminated through a stabilizer sequence. Of
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course, a great deal of work remains to design and rigor-
ously benchmark such codes. To name just a few poten-
tial issues, one needs to tackle possible quantum correla-
tions between errors, understand the impact of “leakage”
errors arising from the larger local Hilbert space, and
devise gate protocols that minimize the impact of tran-
sient single-device errors on syndrome extraction. But
if such efforts lead to a hybrid digital-analog code with
reduced requirements in hardware and/or classical pro-
cessing they would be well worth it and could speed the
construction of a fault tolerant quantum computer.
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